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Introduction
You’re searching for your next great discovery. A breakthrough
promotion which pierces through the marketing noise and drives your
audience to buy. When you hit this perfect message, you strike gold. One
short email might haul in several thousand dollars. I’ve seen this. I have
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seen an entire financial business built on little more than a four-page
letter (eight sides). In the newsletter space, I’ve seen subscribers double
in under 12 months, and profit targets smashed by £1million.
In this brief book, I reveal some of the principles which made this
extraordinary difference. More importantly, you’re shown how to do the
same: How to strike gold in your marketing copy, so you grow at
exponential speed.
But there are hundreds of copywriting books. Why write one
specifically for financial marketers? Why would this book say anything
different? And how can it help you?

7 Problems Plaguing Financial Marketers
In ordinary direct marketing, you improve your copy with tests. You try
new ideas and approaches. You never stop testing. As new results pour
in, you throw out whatever doesn’t work. You keep the stuff that does.
This method makes sense for most industries, because they can test new
ideas fast. However, as a financial business you do not have this luxury.
Investing is not a frivolous decision for your reader. You may need
several-thousand words of copy just to win their interest. You can spend
months trying new ideas and formats, digging up lumps of tin. And even
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if you discover an idea with spectacular promise, your challenge is by no
means over. I can think of another seven nasty problems that stall
financial marketers, including:

1. Crippling compliance: Litigation vampires suck the life out of your
promotions. Getting new ideas through your compliance department is
sheer misery. In some cases, you may have to completely re-write your
idea just to make it kosher. Other times, there is simply no winning.
You’re forced to give up altogether, go back to the drawing-board and
come up with something new.
Worst of all, compliance rules can change on a sixpence. I’ve seen
new rules and requirements appear out of nowhere. If you’re not careful,
your compliance department grows tentacles, reaching out and
meddling with your ideas in evermore profound and perverse ways.
Compliance is an endless tug-of-war. As a marketer, your job is to make
money. Theirs is to not lose money. Those two roles are continuously at
odds. It may sound hysterical, but compliance is probably your biggest
obstacle to writing a new, breakthrough financial promotion.
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2. Epic levels of distrust: On second thoughts, maybe your compliance
department is nervous for good reason. We are living in the post-2008
financial warzone, after all. Ordinary people have seen their savings
obliterated in a succession of booms and busts; each market crash
worse than the last, and each crash followed by a new creative bailout
for the rich. Your readers have witnessed the grotesque greed of Ponzischeme monsters like Bernie Madoff. And it’s not just in America.
In the UK, trusted banking institutions - many of them centuriesold - were caught ripping off customers, selling unnecessary ‘payment
protection insurance.’ Everywhere you look, there is a palpable sense
that the system is rigged. It’s why you’d be mad to talk politics with a
stranger. It’s why longstanding institutions – once a part of the furniture
– have never appeared so weak.
Distrust is now at all-time highs, authority figures treated with
disdain. Winning your reader’s trust cannot possibly get any more
difficult than it is right now. The world is a nitro-glycerin coated box of
dynamite waiting for a spark.

3. Massive volatility: With all this instability comes a huge amount of
market uncertainty. If you catch the right mood in time, you can play
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this to your advantage, though it’s easier said than done. It’s a bizarro
financial world of crazy price swings and inexplicable happenings. As I
write this, the U.S. Federal debt has passed $25trillion. The Federal
Reserve’s balance sheet has skyrocketed to $7trillion as they print
oceans of cash to prevent a bond market apocalypse. The Dow reached
an all-time high of almost 30,000, only to plummet into the fastest bear
market since the Great Depression.
Mass buying-hysteria is soon followed by crushing anxiety and
panic. From one week to the next, the market’s emotions bounce around
like a pinball. Meanwhile, you must speak to your readers’ emotions,
leading them to your specific solution. This is no mean feat. You could
spend weeks on a new promotion and endure the agony of getting it
approved for a test. Then, without warning, the markets change and
everything you’ve written is irrelevant.

4. Exhausted formats: As a financial marketer, you’re probably
somewhat savvy. You may already understand direct response
principles – what works, what doesn’t and why. You might watch your
rivals’ promotions for new ideas and formats to test. But all of this extra
savvy comes at a price, because when you find an idea that works, your
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competition quickly follows. Copy-cat campaigns appear everywhere.
New ideas are soon exhausted. Finding your next goldmine promotion
involves even more effort than before. You are under constant pressure
to keep your marketing fresh.

5. Rising production budgets: In terms of production, marketing has
come a long way. In the ‘70s, you’d have ugly mailers written in
typewriter-font, the margins filled with notes and arrows scrawled in
red ink. Nowadays it’s not uncommon to see expensive Hollywood sets,
top-notch production values, and everyone, from celebrities to former
congressmen, brought in for interview.
Meanwhile, rising pay-per-click costs make it even harder to
break even. You may need a certain percentage of back-end sales to
cover your costs and turn a profit. Since your advertising isn’t cheap,
you need some certainty that it’s going to pay. You don’t want to risk
blowing your budget on an idea that has no hope. And you don’t want to
risk attracting the wrong type of customer – one who costs you more
than they’re worth.
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6. Feedback loops: With expensive marketing comes a reliance on the
tried-and-tested. You stick to what works. You may think you’re trying
new ideas when you’re really doing more of the same. Maybe you keep
running the same offers. Maybe you appeal to the same motivations and
desires. If you’re a copywriter, you might find yourself getting “new”
ideas from a swipe file of tested, proven ads. You write something that
performs moderately well. You avoid the copywriter’s agony of writing
a promotion that bombs. However, you’re also not swinging for the
fences. You’re on well-trodden ground. Your chances of writing a new
breakthrough promotion are slim.
This starts you on the never-ending loop of writing “me too” copy.
Over time, your results are bound to erode. For many, the knee-jerk
reaction is to double down and hit readers even harder with the same
messaging. Until you break this cycle, you are stuck in a marketing trap.

7. A highly specialist niche – and a glut of inexperienced writers: In
today’s gig economy, copywriters are a ubiquitous commodity, as
common as coffee beans and copper. Yet their prices vary wildly. You
can pay anywhere from $10 to $100,000. Some writers charge less than
they’re worth. Others charge a lot more than they’re worth. You’ve no
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easy way of telling them apart. You have to try them first. Adding to this
problem, financial copy is a job for specialists. You cannot hire generalist
copywriters who dip in and out of the industry. You need writers who
live and breathe finance, who read the news daily, watching the markets
for new emerging trends. As I will explain later, this is often where
winning ideas come from.

These seven problems roll into one much bigger problem. Writing a new,
breakthrough promotion often comes at a high price tag. Testing new
ideas involves a great deal of risk. You might pass six of these perilous
obstacles, only to find that the seventh (usually compliance) is the
death-nail to your whole idea. You lose thousands while lost in this vast
wilderness, looking everywhere for some new direction to try.
This isn’t just bad for you, it’s also bad for your customer. Unless
you’re a snake-oil peddling charlatan, you must believe that your
financial service benefits them in some way. You’re helping them grow
or secure hard-earned wealth. Your reader is actually counting on you to
make them buy.
So what if there was another way to write copy?
A more efficient way?
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A proven, step-by-step process to ensure you never waste time on
a dud idea? A way to find and strike the gold which your competitors
have overlooked?

Gold Standard Copywriting
There’s a pile of gold buried in Nevada. Yet knowing this doesn’t make
you one penny richer. It’s something you’ll appreciate if you’ve ever
flown to Las Vegas. I’ll never forget the first time I went. I’d been all over
the USA, Canada and Europe, but had never seen anything so vast and
barren as the Nevada. It was like landing on an alien world.
For a while, the plane circled around mountains and basins, an
empty expanse going far into the horizon. Then Vegas. It appeared out
of nowhere like a mirage. I imagined walking away from Las Vegas on
foot. ‘How long might I survive?’ I wondered. It filled me with admiration
for those early prospectors who’d left their comfy homesteads in search
of gold. You see, if it were me out there, I would be hopelessly lost. I
would be stumbling aimlessly, striking the soil in random places, until I
gave up or died of thirst. Nevada offers the potential to live rich, and the
near-certainty of dying poor.
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This seems obvious, but be honest with yourself: how many times
have you felt like this in your marketing? How often have you tried
random ideas, throwing anything on the wall to see what sticks? How
many times have you found yourself crawling back to old pay-dirt,
digging up your swipe file of past ideas?
Gold prospectors understand these problems and set a plan to
deal with them. They face crushing levels of risk. Even a small-time
prospector will have running costs of $1,000+ per day. When mining for
gold, you cannot make decisions on guesswork. You need a step-by-step
playbook to survive. You must know where to look, when to keep
digging and, more importantly, when to quit. For every minute you’re
not finding gold, you’re dying of starvation in the desert. It’s why the
miner follows a trail of clues.
First, a geologist might survey the land and rock formations to
point out areas of interest. Next, a small crew might arrive on foot with
metal detectors and shovels. No expensive heavy machinery. Not yet.
They need to know if this patch is worth the investment. If they find a
few nuggets, next comes the soil sample. How much gold is there per ton
of worthless dirt?
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The process is logical. Each step validates the next. If you get stuck
on a step, you cut your losses and move on. If you get through the steps,
you start mining. You’re at least confident of having made an informed
decision. Only 1-in-1000 explorations turn into high-paying mines.
However, that’s not so depressing when your tests are fast and cheap.
When you fail fast, you get to the pay-dirt much quicker. What’s more,
you collect a few golden nuggets along the way.
Despite all of the obstacles facing financial marketers, you can do
the same with your copy. You can follow a proven, step-by-step plan to
find those ideas and appeals that strike gold. You reach winning ideas in
less time. You discover more about your prospect than any of your
competitors. Similar to any optimistic prospector, your path to ‘Gold
Standard Copy’ is broken down like so:

Exploration: This starts with your prospect. How much do you really
know about them? How can you lead them, from where they are now, to
where you want them to go next? What must you do after they buy to
keep them as happy customers?
It’s easy to think about your prospect in overly-simplified ways.
Financial publishers, for example, might have a broad picture of what
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their typical prospect looks like: “They’re 50+. They’re male. They’re
conservative. They’re worried about retirement.”
While this information is useful for getting started, it doesn’t tap
into the deeper desires for why a person might invest. When you use the
same starting point as everyone else, you risk writing the same copy as
everyone else. It’s like arriving at a gold patch and seeing prospectors
digging for miles. Broad descriptions also tell you nothing about an
investor’s beliefs. Your reader’s beliefs, I would argue, are even more
important than their desires. It is your vital marker when starting a new
promotion.
In this first step towards “Gold Standard Copy,” we go all the way
back to the beginning. We pack away the swipe files, proven headlines
and copywriting tactics. We gather as much information as possible
about your prospect:
ü Who are they?
ü How do they invest?
ü Why do they invest?
ü What investments do they like, and why?
ü What investments do they hate, and why?
ü What do they want?
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ü What do they fear?
ü What do they believe?
Once you’ve done this, you’ll find it quicker and easier to craft
winning hooks for your promotions. Which leads us to the next stage.

Excavation: Once you understand your prospect, you can start making
educated guesses as to where the gold might be. Which hooks and ideas
are likely to resonate with your prospect? Where can you find new ideas
that your competitors have overlooked?
This could be something as simple as an invitation letter, or a
landing page highlighting a different aspect of your service. But it can
also come from the news and current affairs. Financial marketing is
different to most other niches, because the trends are evolving daily.
With this comes a parade of new ideas to test.
In the excavation step, I show you how to read the news for ideas.
(Yes, there is a deliberate technique which you may have overlooked.)
I’ll also explain ways to distill these ideas into simple, easy-tounderstand, pitch-able snippets. This takes a lot of hard thinking, but it’s
worth the effort. If you’re a copywriter, it kills “writer’s block” without
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fail. If your job is to approve and test copy, you know ahead of time what
is likely to work. Which ideas are worth advancing to the next stage?

Testing: Direct marketing’s cardinal rule is TEST. You’ll see it preached
in advertising books going back to the days of Robert Collier and Claude
Hopkins. But how do you test - fast and cheap - with so many obstacles
in your way? When getting copy written and approved can take weeks,
or even months? When the financial headlines are rapidly changing,
swinging your audience like a pendulum between fear and greed?
Add to this, you may have your own problems to deal with. Maybe
your business is so complicated you’re not sure what to test. You’re
overwhelmed, juggling heaps of databases, lists and products. You’ve no
clue where to start.
In this section, you’re shown how to make testing simple, fast and
fun. You’ll see the anatomy of a successful sales promotion; everything
you must include to get your reader’s payment. Afterwards, you’re
shown a specific way to structure your campaigns. When you follow this
strategy, you can test new ideas at least twice as fast - perhaps even five
to ten times faster.
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With these mini-campaigns running, you can test a line-up of new
ideas every week. It’s relatively cheap. You can pivot and adjust as the
financial headlines keep changing. Best of all, you cut your compliance
burden in half, because most of your sales message only needs
approving once. You’re like the fast-moving prospector, travelling from
one patch to another, pulling up soil samples in search of gold.

Mining: As you develop and test new ideas, you should soon hit pay-dirt.
For whatever reason, one of your messages will hit the exact nerve that
piques your reader’s interest, driving them to buy.
Sometimes these results are startling. I’ve seen some promotions
outperform others by 50 times or more. It’s an obvious signal that
you’ve struck a patch of gold. Your next question is: how to dig up more?
What is the best, fastest way to mine this pay-dirt, so your financial
business grows in the quickest-possible time?
In this section we’ll look at ways to scale your campaign. You’re
now, at long last, putting your copy onto the ‘gold standard.’ You’re
investing time and energy into an idea that you know has a high chance
of success.
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How can this book help you?
This book is not solely about copywriting fundamentals. More than
anything, it explains a creative process to make your copywriting more
efficient. Whether you're a publisher, marketing director, copy chief or
junior copywriter, you can follow this easy system to find new,
breakthrough promotions fast.
However, I’m also not trying to reinvent the wheel. None of these
principles should seem particularly complicated. As you’ll see, it’s
mostly straightforward marketing - “commonsense marketing,” as my
mentor Drayton Bird would say - and you’ll need your commonsense to
make this work.
Of course, “finance” is a broad term, and I’ve no way of knowing
exactly what your financial business does. You might be a brokerage, a
new fintech app, an investing magazine or newsletter, or a newfangled
crypto-currency. How you follow these steps should depend on the
nature of what you sell. Most of the examples in this book are for
financial newsletters, because that’s where I have the most experience. I
can tell you what happened behind-the-scenes of my own copy, so it’s
easier for you to follow. And I’ve kept it brief, because I do so hate it
when books prattle on.
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However, whatever you sell, I’d expect you to find this short read
valuable. I will give you pointers, wherever possible, to help you apply
these ideas for yourself. As you will see, the amazing difference comes
from following the process in a certain order, and knowing why each
step exists. So let’s not waste another moment. Turn the page and begin.
It all starts by surveying the land in front of you. It all starts with your
prospect.

Exploration
Why does your prospect invest?
Why delay the enjoyment of spending your money now? Why not
binge on vacations and cars instead? You must answer this core
question before searching for new ideas. Your answer should be
detailed, using the same language they would use in ordinary
conversation. And it should be in tune with their desires, feelings and
beliefs. When an idea connects with your reader’s desires, feelings and
beliefs, you start to pull up gold.
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The business of selling ideas
Early in my career, I saw this first-hand. It was 2009, the depths of the
so-called “Great Recession.” I had just left university, and everything
everywhere was shit. Not as shit as The Great Depression or World War
II, but still, shitter than anything I’d hitherto known. I was a part-time
bicycle mechanic, picking up hours when I could. On lunch breaks, I
poured over advertising books. When I had days to spare, I volunteered
wherever, doing anything remotely connected to copywriting.
A small breakthrough came in early 2010. Money Week Magazine’s
copy chief gave me a short internship. He liked that I’d read David
Ogilvy and offered to pay for my expenses. As with most financial
publishers, Money Week were top-notch direct marketers. They had a
nursery of scrappy cub writers, all trying to beat one another, and old
veterans who’d return to the office, crack their knuckles and show the
rookies how it’s done. Those two weeks taught me more than all my
months of reading.
Copywriting, understand, is no career for the meek. One after the
other, our ideas were stuck to the wall, and everyone was encouraged to
throw stones. The teacher was a senior writer who always withheld his
opinion. He would stand back, glaring at the headline. Then he’d loop his
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thumbs over his belt, exhale long and loud, and tell the poor sod why his
idea wouldn’t work. Some of those ideas were plain terrible. Many had
already been tested. They bombed, because they didn’t connect with the
reader’s desires, feelings and beliefs.
There’s a saying on Wall Street: “You feed the ducks when they’re
quacking.” Back then it seemed nobody was quacking. Investors were
hiding in their fox-holes, screaming for help, asking if it’s safe to come
out.
Only one promotion did a top-notch job of meeting this new
sentiment. It was a magazine insert and performed wonderfully. I’ll
never forget the picture. The product’s guru was laying in the grass with
his hands clasped behind his head. His eyes were closed and he grinned,
basking in the sun. The headline was brazenly facetious.
“I don’t know what the FTSE is doing…” it read, “…and I couldn’t
care less.”
Remember, this was during the greatest banking bailout in all of
history, the wake of a near financial apocalypse. Investors had learned
that the entire financial system was within hours of annihilation. Most
assets had fallen 50% or more. Beliefs had been shattered. Retirement
plans bulldozed. Here was a man who couldn’t give a flying fig. The
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headline telegraphed to people, “I have something different to say.” It
drew customers from places where others hadn’t bothered to look. It
pierced through the noise, through all of the depressing doom and
gloom. Readers were given something they’d been longing to hear. They
were given hope.
This copy struck gold.
“You see, Alex,” the copy chief told me after the meeting. “It’s all
about ideas. That’s all we do. That’s what Ogilvy and his team were all
about. They were in the business of selling ideas.”
I nodded, pensive, but not fully understanding what he meant.
Technically, every headline we studied was an idea, only most of those
ideas were dreadful. What made the difference?

Join the conversation in your reader’s mind
A couple of months later, I was finally getting paid to write copy. I’d read
Commonsense Direct Marketing and How to Write Sales Letters That Sell
by Drayton Bird. Those two books helped me raise £11,000 for a local
theatre where I was volunteering. Confident in my modest success, I
wrote Drayton a letter and asked him for a job. To my great joy he
agreed, and we started work right away.
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The deal was minimum wage (about £6/hour), and Drayton could
fire me if I was no good. For a while I couldn’t relax. I entered a deep
funk, psyched myself out, labouring over every word. I desperately
searched for “ideas” with limited success. Some of my copy performed
well. Other projects were a disaster. My strike-rate was poor, but
Drayton never fired me. Later that year he invited me to attend his
EADIM (European Academy of Direct and Interactive Marketing)
seminar. It was there I stumbled upon a strange coincidence. One which
gave me a copywriting quantum leap.
Steve Harrison was an old protégé of Drayton’s, and one of the
UK’s modern direct marketing greats. After leaving Ogilvy and Mather,
Harrison set up his own agency - Harrison Troughton Wunderman where he won, I believe, more Cannes Lions than any other direct
marketer in the world. At EADIM, Harrison spoke for an hour or so. And
he said something which changed my career in a flash.
“Your customer has a problem,” he said. “Your business provides
the solution. An idea, therefore, is simply a demonstration or
dramatization of your solution.”
It is, to this day, the best, most succinct explanation I’ve ever
heard. This single sentence explains what a copywriter’s job is all about.
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Harrison pulled up a ton of examples. All of them demonstrated the
lesson. All of them had won scores of customers and awards. Then he
turned the slide over to a long-copy coupon ad. It was for a financial
client – M&G Investments. Would you believe it, Harrison’s advert ran
around the same time I was at Money Week. It ran virtually in tandem
with the FTSE ad that performed so well. Meanwhile, it hit an almost
identical appeal.
Again, the tone was light-hearted. It used drama to connect with
the reader’s problem. The advert featured a picture of the fez-wearing,
slapstick comedian Tommy Cooper. He was gazing out at the reader,
shocked, with crazed eyes. The headline read: “In our opinion, there’s
never ever been a better time to invest in the stockmarket.” Same as the
Money Week FTSE ad, Harrison was thumbing his nose at the financial
apocalypse, poking fun at the mainstream media’s panic and hysteria.
The advert pulled some extraordinary business, and even got M&G
Investments an interview on BBC’s Newsnight. This brought in free PR.
As for Harrison’s readers, the invitation was hugely attractive.
Who doesn’t want to feel smug and superior, laughing at the lesser
mortals below? The reader was invited into a new way of thinking. It
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showed investors an escape from everything that was happening. It
gave hope during a crisis, and even made it fun.
Robert Collier, one of the 20th Century’s greatest copywriters
called this, “Joining the conversation in your reader’s mind.” You can walk
up to a stranger and get his attention by shouting, “Bollocks.” But unless
he’s worried about his testicles, you soon lose interest. Knowing your
reader’s problem reveals new ways to win your reader’s attention. The
more you understand their problem, the more unique and compelling
ideas you discover. Knowing your prospect is always the first step to
writing gold standard copy.

One lump of metal. Three reasons to buy
You can see this rule in action with any investment. Even an investment
as simple as gold. What is gold, really? It’s a lump of soft, malleable
metal. It has 79 protons per atom and melts at 1,062C. Gold is an
element, and for investors this is a quality to admire. It cannot be
printed or created in a lab. Gold is desirable and scarce. These physical
characteristics never change. Yet see how different people are drawn to
gold through their own unique world view. Desires, feelings and beliefs
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all play a part in constructing this world-view, helping them focus on
whatever information matters to them.
If you’re an ordinary investor nearing retirement, gold might be a
simple hedge. It’s a way of insuring your portfolio against disaster
should the economy collapse. You may have seen experts like Ray Dalio
on CNBC Squawk Box reminding you, “It’s a good idea to have a little
gold.” You’re reminded of the extraordinary protection gold offers you
through inflation. 2000 years ago, a one-ounce gold coin could buy you a
fine Roman toga. Today that same ounce can buy you a tailored suit.
Then again, maybe you’re a speculator? You believe the system is
nearing total devastation. You believe gold is cheap relative to where it’s
going. You’re buying to take advantage of a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity. An apocalyptic WWII-scale disaster. When the dust settles,
and your friends see how rich you’ve become, they’ll be astonished.
“How did you know about gold?” they’ll ask, listening to you, enraptured.
You imagine how it will feel to command so much attention and respect.
To perhaps help your loved-ones who lacked your foresight and
preparedness.
Or maybe you’re more of a libertarian type? You hate and distrust
the government. You refuse to be fooled by the central banks’ printed
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currencies and debt-fueled Ponzi schemes. These institutions are a
vicious threat to your prosperity and liberty. Only gold is money, nothing
else. For you, gold is much more than a strategy for your retirement or
future net-worth. It’s connected to your core values. You view gold as a
pillar of freedom. When you buy it, you’re relieving some of the pain
that’s caused by government. You’re pulling wealth away from the
system. You have recaptured a small piece of your liberty that was
stolen from you.
So there you have it: one lump of shiny yellow metal; three
completely different conversations. And you need to know, which is the
correct conversation to join? It's here that you may start to realise
something frightening: you don’t know nearly enough about your
prospect. Don’t be ashamed. It’s typical.
Before I work with a new client, they’re sent a “creative brief.”
This easy-fill template brings the copywriter, and anyone else who’s
involved with the client’s marketing, quickly up to speed. It bridges the
gap in our understanding, so we can move faster without making a
mistake. Over the years, I’ve read hundreds upon hundreds of these
briefs. I don’t think one in fifty explains the customer in sufficient detail.
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Most businesses can describe their prospect in broad terms.
Financial publishers, for instance, tend to have male readers.
Conservative baby-boomers. These people are retired, or nearing
retirement, and want to get the most from their nest-egg.
Knowing this basic information is all well and good. It does help
you get started. But it doesn’t reveal your customer’s deep, emotional
desires. What do they really want? How do they really feel? Money is
emotional. Never forget this. Aside from love, and a few other basic
needs, money is the most emotional problem on your reader’s mind.
Money represents everything they’ve worked for and everything they
hope to gain. It is the unit of measurement for comparing themself
against friends and enemies. It is the point-counter keeping score of
their life.
If you’re searching for fresh ideas that penetrate the noise, you
must try to connect on this emotional level. And you’ll need to know
your precise starting point. What does your prospect believe right now?

Get your reader nodding
My mentor Drayton Bird always said, “You need to get the nod.” What he
meant was, your promotion will only work if you can win your reader’s
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agreement. If they agree with what you’re saying, each sentence rolls
logically into the next.
This is easier in ordinary conversation because you’d use your
prospect’s reactions for guidance. If they lean forwards and squint, you
know to simplify what you’re saying. Maybe it’s time to offer a metaphor?
If they glance over your shoulder, you know you’re losing interest. You’d
better get to the point, or add some exciting drama. If they tilt their head
sideways and frown, you know you’re challenging something they
believe. You must explain your reasoning - and fast. Over the course of a
conversation, these many-thousands of tiny reactions help your
message flow. Your prospect is more likely to accept each new idea you
put to them. They’re more likely to take action at the end.
As a copywriter, you don’t have this luxury. You can’t see your
prospect. You must imagine your reader’s reactions, building a clear
picture of the conversation and where to steer it next. This poses a
tough challenge. Knowing what to say is virtually impossible until you
have a clear mental-picture of your reader. This starts by understanding
their beliefs.
There are two kinds of beliefs:
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First, you have immutable beliefs. These were probably
established in your reader’s very early years, and provide the lens
through which they view the world. Sayings like, “Money doesn’t grow
on trees,” come from a person’s immutable beliefs. You cannot change
this outlook. You can only use it to help guide your reader in the
direction you’re trying to lead them.
The second type of belief is sentiment. This might include beliefs
on what is happening today in the markets. As I explained with the
Money Week FTSE headline, challenging a reader’s sentiment is possible.
You can persuade them to look at a problem differently. But it’s not easy,
and it demands a little finesse.
One of Drayton’s old tricks is to get your reader saying, “Yes,” and
to do this as quick as possible. In a letter selling the American Express
Green Card, he launched the copy like so:

Have you ever paid a little more for a better seat at the
theatre, and thus enjoyed a far more memorable evening?
Or paid a few pounds extra for a First Class ticket on a long
train ride so that you could get a little more work done – or
even enjoy some much needed rest?
In fact, don’t you agree that sometimes a little money can
go a very long way to make life easier and more enjoyable?
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The American Express card isn’t free. Unlike other cards,
we charge an annual fee. But you may not realise just how
much extra you get for a very modest sum. Let me give
you some examples:
This is a smart opening.
The recipients would have been upper-income types who had
indeed paid extra for superior experiences. In a world of free credit
cards, it dramatized the benefit of paying for American Express. The
questions get attention, because they create an open-loop in the
reader’s mind; they want to know, “why does this letter relate to me?”
Meanwhile, it “gets the nod.” They’re thinking “yes” before being
introduced to the product.
“Yes” is a powerful word.
If your reader is thinking “yes,” you have them in a positive frame
of mind. Once they’re in the habit of agreement, you have momentum on
your side. This makes it easier to lead them ethically to your solution. I
did something very similar in a New Year sales email for Motley Fool UK.
We knew Motley Fool’s UK readers were frustrated. They
understood their money could be working harder, but lacked any clear
understanding of what to do next. Most of our readers, as we discovered
in a quick survey, had shares in fewer than five companies. This didn’t
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seem like a solid portfolio. They wanted to own more. I was able to
dramatize this gnawing frustration by combining it with the time of year.
As you may have experienced, the success-rate of New Year’s
resolutions is thoroughly depressing. Within weeks the average person
returns to quiet desperation. This observation is not groundbreaking.
Yet combining it with something we knew about the prospect proved to
be devastatingly effective. I wrote the following email:

Subject: Your 19p/Day Membership Ends Tomorrow
Eyebrow: Frankly, I’m concerned about you. Should I be?
New Year Flash Sale ends 11:59pm sharp
tomorrow: Secure full access to Share Advisor now
for just £69. Plus…
…Your FREE ‘Shares 2020’ Investment Report
(worth £199): reveals our 5 highest-conviction
shares, helping you stick to your financial
resolutions.
<< Countdown Clock >>
Dear Fellow Investor:
You recently made a wise decision by joining our Foolish
clan.
For that I salute you…
…And I hope our free articles are helping you take better
control of your savings. However:
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Now is the time when most resolutions get broken.
When gyms empty…tobacco sales recover…old habits return –
making every year the same as the last.
It happens to most people, and I DON’T want it happening
to you.
So you’re invited to join our premium share tipping service
now at an £80 saving.
This works out to roughly 19pence/day.
And I believe it has everything you need to help you stick
to your financial resolutions. To potentially position
yourself for some of the new decade’s biggest gains ahead.
For starters, your premium ‘Shares 2020’ report is
instantly available.
Normally, this sells for £199, but today it’s yours FREE.
This extraordinary report reveals our 5 favourite shares for
2020 and beyond, including:
• An infrastructure company, potentially positioned
for a new surge in government spending.
• A little-known stock quietly profiting from the
seemingly unstoppable bull market in its specific
industry. When I saw the growth of this company I
was staggered. Dividends have grown 10+% for the
past 13 years – with a compound annual growth rate
of 24%!
• Perhaps the oldest company you’ve never heard of.
Even with the Brexit shenanigans, this amazing
company just declared a record dividend. And it’s
sitting on a £68.7million cash pile after paying
shareholders!
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You also get monthly income and growth stock
suggestions – thoroughly researched by our Foolish
analysts.
Since 2012, these picks have produced an overall 31%
return…beating the broader UK market by 9%.
And you’re never left alone with our picks, because you
also enjoy:
ü Your stock email updates – keep you informed on
any important changes to your portfolio. We hope
you can use these to make quicker, calmer decisions
without falling victim to the usual media noise.
ü Your 5 Starter Stocks which we believe you really
should consider holding in your portfolio…even if
you currently own shares. Plus, I’ve put together a
list of ‘Best Buy’ stocks for you – which our analysts
believe are the best opportunities in the Share
Advisor portfolio right now.
ü Another 8 Premium Investing reports to download
and keep – whether you stay with Share Advisor or
not. These include your ‘High Yield Report: Volume 3’
and ‘Shares 2020: 5 Top Stocks For The Year Ahead’
(worth £199!)
ü Your 30-day Subscription Refund Guarantee. If
you’re not thrilled with everything you see inside
Share Advisor, simply write a quick message to our
customer services team within your first 30 days for a
FULL refund of your membership fee. No questions
asked.
Honestly, I cannot think of a single good reason to delay.
So please give your financial resolutions the attention they
deserve.
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Secure your 12-month Share Advisor membership now for
just £69.
After your first year, your membership will renew at the
standard 1-year list price of £149 – so you can see what a
fantastic saving you’ll make on this New Year bundle.
This works out to roughly 19p/day – less than a daily
newspaper!
And don’t forget:
Your ‘Shares 2020’ report – worth £199 – is yours
FREE, for trying this today.
Just one thing: please hurry.
In 24 hours, the doors on this deal slam shut.
You’ve haven’t much time, and I would hate for you to
miss this.
To your wealth,
Mark Rogers,
Chief Investment Advisor, Motley Fool UK

This copy is simple, not at all ingenious, nor even particularly creative.
Yet this one email smashed its sales target by over 500%. It was one
of the company’s highest-performing emails - all from getting the
prospect into a state of agreement.
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Knowing your reader’s beliefs is important for all industries, but
in financial marketing it’s life and death. As I’ve said, many beliefs about
money are immutable and deeply ingrained. Your readers are attracted
to anything which confirms their world-view and repelled by anything
which poses a challenge.
As I write this (it’s always “as I write this,” because everything
changes so fast), the most extreme example has to be Bitcoin. When
Bitcoin was new, it would have been easier to match this solution to an
investor’s beliefs. That’s not to say selling Bitcoin would be any easier. It
would just be different. You wouldn’t be approaching the reader’s wall
of beliefs.
Bitcoin does make an appealing proposition to anyone who
loathes central banks and toilet-paper currencies. Similar to gold, it
offers a way to escape. No single person controls it. Then again, unlike
gold, you can’t hold a Bitcoin in your hands. And it’s not exactly a
universal medium of exchange. Bitcoin is now relatively well-known.
Most people who understand the basics have made up their minds, and I
have never seen a more polarizing investment. Once you’ve reached a
conclusion about Bitcoin, it seems your feet are stuck in concrete. No
amount of persuasion could make you switch sides. If you plan to
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mention Bitcoin in your next promotion, you absolutely must know
which side your reader is on.
Another obviously controversial figure is President Trump. It’s a
problem, I suspect, for certain American publishers, because The Donald
is broadly popular amongst conservatives who read financial
newsletters. Yet at the same time he poses an objective threat to the
economy. I saw this problem addressed with a great skill in a sales page
for a David Stockman newsletter. In case you don’t know, David
Stockman was the Budget Director under President Reagan. In the ‘80s,
he was an architect of “Reaganomics.” Today, he is a scathing critic of
Trump and the Federal Reserve. But how do you address Trump’s
failings and keep your Trump-voting readers on-board? Stockman’s
copywriter launched the promotion like so:

Dear Friend,
On November 8, 2016, I cast my vote for Donald Trump for
President of the United States.
I wanted “The Great Disruptor.”
I wanted the swamp drained.
But, above all, I wanted America to truly become great
again.
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It didn’t happen.
None of it.
Instead, we’re in a far worse...far more dangerous spot
than we were just two years ago.
One where the Welfare State and the Warfare State
threaten to destroy our economy...leaving ordinary
Americans crippled in the wreckage.
One where our national debt is approaching $23
trillion…with no end in sight.
One where border wars…trade wars…and Twitter wars
have stolen our focus from a ticking time bomb in the stock
market. And one where the Deep State has boldly emerged
from out of the shadows to steal our democracy right from
under us.
Your assets…your savings…your retirement…everything
you’ve worked so truly hard for…
It could ALL be at risk.
While some of this may conflict with the reader’s opinion, it’s leads
them through the argument gently. It doesn’t launch with the headline,
“Trump the Moron.” That would be a sales disaster. Instead, Stockman is
saying, “Hey, look, I’m just like you. I voted for Trump, because I wanted to
clean up Washington. But we can’t kid ourselves here. Trump has been in
office for 2 years, and let’s face it, Washington is still lousy with political
scum bags.”
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This shows consideration for the reader’s beliefs. It takes them by
the hand and leads them on a journey to somewhere new.

So who is your reader…really?
What would your reader be like if you knocked on his front door? How
would he greet you? What might his home look like? Is the television
on? If so, what’s he watching?
Imagining your reader isn’t easy – especially if you are very
different from them. As I keep saying, financial publishers tend to have
male, conservative readers. But what is a male conservative, exactly?
One person might imagine a man in his sixties, wearing denim and a
flannel shirt. He drives a 1980s pickup with a MAGA sticker on the
bumper. Another might see a member of the English gentry. He wears a
tweed jacket and has an opened shotgun rested over his arm. Both of
these images are caricatures, but you get the idea. Having lived on both
sides of the pond, I can tell you that a British Conservative is
indistinguishable from an American Conservative. And this is only one
possible difference. You might have a reader who’s 45 and a reader
who’s 50. At first glance, you haven’t much to separate them - only five
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years. Yet those five years might have a colossal impact on the way they
think about money.
It reminds me of the famous quote from a dying Sir Isaac Newton:
“I seem to have been only like a boy playing on the seashore and diverting
myself now and then in finding a smoother pebble or a prettier shell than
the ordinary, whilst the great ocean of truth lay all undiscovered before
me.”
Over my decade-or-so as a copywriter, I have agonised over
customer research more than anything else. I’ve longed for a straightforward, step-by-step method which carries me to a point of total
understanding, where I know exactly what makes my reader tick, and
how to make them buy. But people are complicated. Getting to know
someone is not a start-and-finish process. No matter how much you
learn about your customer, you are pulling thimbles of water from the
ocean of undiscovered truth.
Instead, you should approach this challenge the same way a child
plays – in a sandpit, with a box of lego, or on the beach. A child doesn’t
play with any end goal in mind. They’re not striving to achieve. That’s
why it’s called ‘play.’ It’s the same with getting to know your customer.
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You must treat it as an unending process, following your nose and seeing
where each breadcrumb leads.
Before I even think about copy ideas, I gather as many customer
comments as I can find. This might include testimonials, emails,
questions and complaints, blog comments, social media posts, forum
threads. There’s only one rule: you can never have too much. Set aside
an hour or two of dedicated effort. Find as much information as you can.
While you’re at it, visit Amazon.com. This is another extraordinary vault
of free customer information, especially if you’re promoting a guru with
a published a book. You can read the reviews from your own paying
customers. What’s more, you can see how many other potential
customers found each review helpful. A comment that’s highly-ranked is
more likely to contain gold.
Whenever you use Amazon, pay attention to the star ratings. You
should find 1-star and 5-star reviews best for digging into emotions. 2star to 4-star reviews tell you more about what a reader found useful, or
wished was included. I try to focus on reviews between 2 and 4 stars,
because it shows the writer has thought more about their comment. In
all honesty, very few books are genuinely 1-star or 5-star, so you can
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usually take these reviews with a pinch of salt. Invariably, a 5-star
review is mindless gushing; a 1-star review is mindless trolling.
Once I’ve gathered all these materials, I’ll set a timer for 2 hours.
I’ll have the browser tabs lined up, an empty Word doc opened and a
notepad on my desk. That’s it. And I just read. I don’t waste any energy
trying to be creative. For that set period, my job is to muddle through
the comments and posts, turning over pebbles for new insights.
As I do this, I’m particularly alert for:
ü Long, stream-of-consciousness comments: When somebody
writes a big wall of text, it often points to a painful problem that
isn’t being resolved. What’s more, the writer has allowed themself
to enter a “flow” state, pouring out their thoughts into the chat
box. While these comments are grueling to read, they are insanely
valuable. It’s like reading a transcript from your potential
customer’s mind.
ü An urgent problem they’re struggling to solve: Marketing
wizard Perry Marshall calls this a “bleeding neck.” It’s a problem
so severe, and so desperate, they’ll do virtually anything to make
it go away. Your prospect’s bleeding neck could come from
anywhere – a market shock or currency crisis. Or it could be a
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more chronic financial worry like not having enough saved for
retirement. A while ago, I was writing a personal finance article
for My Wallet Hero. I stumbled across a Reddit thread which
asked the question: What happens to a stock during a
government bailout? One of the first respondents replied saying:
“I’ve been doing so much digging trying to find the same answer. I
have 123 shares of Boeing at an average price of $138. If it goes
under, I’m fucked.”
This is a perfect bleeding neck. It’s a desperately painful problem
that needs solving now – and nobody has any solution to offer.
ü Repeated language: Another time I was reading through a pile of
Motley Fool testimonials. I noticed a small handful of people said,
“I seriously regret not joining sooner.” Those exact words came up
again and again. I jotted this little phrase into my notepad. Later, I
turned it into an email with the following opening:

Subject: Could Stock Market Indecision Lead You to a
£32,788 Regret?
Eyebrow: Here’s what some Share Advisor members
think…
Dear Investor:
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Look, I understand.
Most people spend time on the fence before joining Motley
Fool Share Advisor.
But you should know that’s a decision they “seriously
regret.”
Those aren’t my words.
That’s what this reader said after he finally saw our
market-beating research for himself…
Over a year later, this email is still being used to get sales.
You should also use your notepad to record any insights or ideas
as they occur to you, not to mention other places you might explore next.
Since the internet is arranged by keyword, note down phrases which
strike you as important. This could lead you to a new forum or group
you’d have otherwise missed.
When writing advertorials for Birch Gold Group, I noticed a
number of customers listened to The Daily Wire - a conservative news
outlet. For weeks, I spent lunchtimes listening to The Daily Wire’s “Ben
Shapiro Show.” I read the comments on Youtube. I mixed and mingled
with other listeners. This led me to some new advertorial ideas
involving Trump.
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If you’re a lefty liberal, the thought of doing this might make you
squirm. My advice is to do it anyway. Get over yourself. Put your views
aside and walk around in your reader’s shoes. It’ll be an invigorating
challenge, such is life.
You’ll also find yourself being pulled in new directions by
dramatic events. Another time I was preparing a set of emails for Motley
Fool. The “Coronavirus Crash” had just happened. It was madness.
“We’ll need to change our approach, surely,” I said to the
marketing director.
“Yes, I agree.”
“Are we getting any emails on this?”
“No emails,” he said. “But we had a flood of new leads who
downloaded our report on investing in a bear market.”
This set me on a new path. Using the keyword – ‘investing in a
bear market’ – I found many investors had lost track of their portfolio.
They were insecure, and didn’t know which of their stocks, if any,
should be sold. In about 30 minutes, I wrote an email with the subject
line: “Tempted to sell everything and run?” On the first send, it
shifted about £5,000 worth of subscriptions.
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How to explore the rabbit hole and stay sane
Impatient reader, if you’re frustrated by all this aimless running around,
understand that’s what the timer is for. Customer research is a rabbit
hole. One tunnel leads into another two tunnels, which each lead into
another three, and so on. You never know where the payoffs lurk. As
adults, we don’t like this. We’ve lost our impulse for play. When we
invest time doing something, we want a guaranteed return. Your timer
relieves this anxiety. You work for however long you’ve set the clock.
When it stops, you stop.
Don’t worry about anything else.
Sometimes you’ll finish and know in your bones that you haven’t
uncovered enough. In which case, do the same thing tomorrow or the
next day. Other times, you’ll be crawling around the rabbit hole in
circles. You discover nothing new. You’ve probably read enough. Now,
print your Word doc of pasted comments. Grab three different-coloured
highlighter pens and mark any phrases which reveal your readers’…
ü Beliefs
ü Feelings
ü Desires
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Pay careful attention to the language they use, especially when
reading long, emotional comments. If an idea pops into your head, jot it
down in your notepad, or write it in the margin. Just don’t overthink this.
You’re still playing, remember. If you come up with ideas, that’s great.
Write it down. But don’t waste any time judging your ideas, wondering
if they’re stupid or embarrassing. Nobody is watching you. You’ve no
reason to be insecure. Just keep moving forwards, one foot in front of
the other.
You’re trying to build a picture of your reader, so you can join the
conversation in their mind.

Other places to get insights
The most obvious and valuable place to get insights is your own email
list. These people already believe that you may have the solution to their
problem. They’ve already taken action by opting-in to your list. They
may even have bought from you in the past.
Don’t treat your email list as an ATM. Don’t just hammer it with
sales messages until people get pissed off and leave. Have a touch of
class. Make an effort to write sales messages they’ll actually appreciate.
You can use your email list to start a cycle of prosperity. Your readers
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can help you improve your marketing, or even your product. Your
chances of finding gold explode higher.
How might you do this? Well, the easiest thing to do is ask your
reader what they want. This seems agonizingly obvious. Yet it’s amazing
how many businesses fail to do this. No amount of marketing bells and
whistles, software or shiny objects can possibly tell you as much as your
customer.
Your customer will tell you what they want - if you ask.
Broadly speaking, there are 2 types of question you can ask your
reader. The first is a multiple choice, similar to an online poll. These give
you a broad overview of your readers – who they are and what they
want. I find multiple choice questionnaires are most useful if the results
are overwhelming, with one or two answers polling significantly higher
than all the rest. This happened when polling prospects for Motley
Fool’s Share Advisor. This share-tipping service is NOT about jumping on
hot trends, or buying penny stocks that could skyrocket 100,000%.
Share Advisor is all about finding strong, quality companies that you can
buy and hold over the long-term. There are many reasons you might be
interested in a service like Share Advisor. A significant majority are
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interested in their retirement and building wealth, though not in the
way you might think.
Interestingly, material ambitions like ‘large purchases’ ranked
much lower. As did high-security achievements like ‘paying off a
mortgage.’ Already, you’re starting to get a glimpse of the reader. For
many ordinary people, paying down the mortgage is everything they
dream about. Not so with readers of Motley Fool UK. Are they “emptynesters”? Reasonably well-off? Perhaps.
Share Advisor prospects are also somewhat self-reliant. They don’t
want you to do everything for them. When asked, “Which type of
investor sounds most like you?” an overwhelming majority said they
wanted to invest on their own, but have expert help on their side. Again,
this informs the sort of copy you write. In Motley Fool UK’s emails, I’ll
often write something like this:

“I believe Share Advisor has everything you need to make
informed decisions…to help you finally take control of
your wealth.”
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There’s nothing conspicuously stunning about this copy. Any other
person might skim over it without a second thought. But we know from
repeated testing, little phrases like “informed decisions,” “take control”
and “your wealth” can dramatically improve results.
You can also ask open-ended questions, leaving space for your
readers to fill out their own response. A lot of businesses shy away from
doing this. They believe (correctly) that getting the reader to do
anything is extremely difficult, so if you want more responses, you
should make your questions easy to answer. While this is true,
remember that your goal is not to “get responses.” Your goal is to get
answers from the people who are most likely to buy from you. Those
people who do take the time to answer your questions in their own
words are usually your best prospects. Focus your energy on these
people first.
Dr. Glenn Livingston is a marketing expert who helped Fortune
500 companies conduct $millions worth of market research. And he
successfully broke into several niches himself – one after the other,
without fail – by discovering the desires of his most-rabid prospects.
One of Dr. Livingston’s favourite surveys involves asking three
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questions; two open-ended and one multiple-choice. These questions
are:
1. What do you find most difficult about [Insert Subject]?
2. What would it mean to have a solution to this problem?
3. How difficult has it been to find an answer to this problem? (Not
at all difficult, somewhat difficult, or very difficult.)
If you run a survey like this, read all of the answers from those
who’ve selected, “very difficult.” Again, study the long, pain-filled
answers, and highlight any language that stands out. Any sentences that
reveal a desire, feeling or belief. This is the language of your reader. This
is how they might speak to you were you to meet them face-to-face.
Over time, you build a vivid picture of your reader. You start to think of
new ways to get their attention. You can make educated guesses about
how they’re likely to react.

Write a page from your prospect’s diary
Of course, no two prospects are exactly alike. When you imagine your
prospect, you’re imagining an archetype – an individual that broadly
represents everyone on your list. This can be difficult when you’re deep
in the weeds of your customer research. Different insights conflict with
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one another. Your thinking gets foggy. You cannot see the wood for the
trees.
Now’s the time to take a break.
Spend time doing something completely different. Walk the dog.
Go to the cinema. Do anything that’s unrelated to your work. This may
sound like procrastination, but it’s a vital step in the creative process.
When you step away from your research, your subconscious mind takes
over. It processes everything you’ve read, trying to make sense of it all,
looking at problems from different angles, building a clearer picture.
You cannot force your brain to do this for you. You must have the faith
to let go and give your subconscious the reins.
What’s the best way to do this?
I find easy, repetitive tasks enormously valuable. Swimming laps
works wonders. You can’t switch-off when you’re swimming laps. You
have to keep your breathing steady, in time with your strokes. You have
to keep your eyes on the floor tiles, so you know when it’s time to turn.
This is not difficult, but it keeps your conscious mind busy. Without
effort, your subconscious can get to work. You get out of your own way.
You don’t have to swim. You could play tennis. You could shave or
brush your teeth. Mozart used to play billiards. He’d bounce a billiard
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ball off the table’s opposite cushion. When it returned, he’d catch the
ball and write a note. Then he’d roll the billiard ball again, repeating the
process. Again, the billiard ball distracted his conscious mind, allowing
the subconscious to take over.
When you step away from your research, you start to see your
reader in your mind. Maybe you already know someone who could
represent the sort of person on your list. You can imagine yourself
sitting opposite this person. Now, whenever you sit to write a
promotion, it’s simply a case of writing what you’d tell them face-to-face.
Once you have this broad understanding of your reader, it’s a good idea
to write a page or two about them. When I started as a copywriter, I
would write to all sorts of different people, selling different products. So
I would write “a page from the prospect’s diary,” in the first person, as if
I were the prospect.
If you’re struggling to imagine your prospect, I strongly suggest
you sit down for 20 minutes, and write as they would, explaining their
desires, feelings and beliefs. Writing is one of the best ways to clear your
head and get your thoughts organised. You might find, as I often do, that
new thoughts and ideas occur to you as you’re spilling words onto the
page. The trick is to not overthink. Just write.
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Write down everything that occurs to you. Don’t worry about
sentence structure and grammar. Just write. Try to get a sense of their
emotions. What are they actually feeling? How are today’s events
affecting their sentiment towards money and investing? What are they
desperate to hear more than anything? Try to get this across in your
first-person account.
This diary entry is your “metal detector” for finding gold. You
instinctively know what is likely to win your reader’s favourable
attention. As you create your next marketing promotion, you’ll be
searching everywhere for new ideas. You’ll be digging through the news
headlines, company annual reports, books, magazines – everywhere.
You’re searching for anything which might connect with your reader
and make them think, “Wow, that’s interesting. Tell me more.” This
process can be arduous and frustrating. You might go days without
making a single discovery. Then, out of nowhere, some detail will jump
out at you. Your “metal detector” goes “BEEP!” You don’t know what this
detail is. Not yet. It could be the start of a new goldmine promotion, or it
could be a rusty tin can.
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Whatever it is, you needn’t worry. It’s not your business to worry.
Your job as a copywriter is to keep digging. Read on. The next chapter
explains exactly what to do next.

Excavation
Your customer research is like a steady-paying income stock. Each
insight you gather seems paltry on its own, as easy to overlook as a
twenty-cent dividend. But the more you discover about your prospect,
the more your results compound. Over time, you draw in more people,
who spend more money, and respond to more your mail and ideas. This
makes your tests even more enlightening, so your business grows at
explosive speed.
You’re never “done” with a blue-chip dividend stock, and it’s the
same with your customer research. You should always have one ear to
the ground, surveying new pastures, trying new ideas - no matter how
crazy. Never stop asking yourself, “What works, what doesn’t, and why?”
When you have an email that does particularly well, print and file it
away for future reference. Study the words. Try to pinpoint the moment
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your customer was persuaded. Afterwards, test the same appeal in
another message and see if it works again.
Whenever I work this way, I think of the late great Howard
Gossage. In the mid-20th Century, Gossage pioneered social marketing –
four decades before Facebook was invented. While rival agencies
pitched clients with enormous, elaborate campaigns, Gossage would
only write one advert at time. After the ad was published in the
newspapers, he’d listen to the market’s feedback. He’d wait for the
coupon returns and see what his prospects said in response. With this
information, he would sit down and write another advert, repeating the
process. Other agencies treated advertising as a soap-box speech. For
Gossage, it was a conversation. Even in the golden age of advertising,
with a relatively small agency, this technique led him to some of the
most original, effective campaigns of all time.
Remember also, in the 1960s this style of copywriting was not for
the lazy. Coming up with new ideas, meeting deadlines and print runs,
was a monstrous undertaking. Making the conversation flow demanded
an insatiable appetite for midnight oil. Nowadays, this sort of marketing
is a breeze. You can test new ideas in one-tenth of the time. Your results
flood in without delay. In a few clicks you can see what gets more opens,
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what gets more sales, and what lowers your customer acquisition cost.
Every success (and failure) tells you something new about your
customer. Your trajectory is always up.
Most often I’ll write client emails in batches of five. Advertorials in
batches of three. Inevitably some ideas disappoint. Others sell like
gangbusters. But all of them reveal more about the customer. Broadly
speaking, most campaigns I’ve written have outperformed the one
previous. And this is not down to any creative ingenuity. It’s the result of
paying attention - listening to your customer, just like Gossage did. This
brings me to another important point.

Should you be an investor?
As you listen to your prospect, you might hear another voice in your
head. You ask yourself: “Should I be an investor, too? Should I risk my
own money on the types of products that I’m asking others to buy?” I’ve
heard opinions from both sides of the debate. From what I can see, it’s
just as contentious as the old copywriters’ argument over which is
better: long copy or short?
I won’t dance around either subject.
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First: Long copy beats the pants off short copy. (I’ll explain why
later in this book. Stay tuned.) Second: a financial copywriter MUST be
an investor. And not a small-stakes investor, either. You must be a real,
serious, high-rolling investor. If you don’t feel physically sick when the
headlines go against you, then you need to put more money on the line.
How you invest is up to you. You can be a prudent, conservative
investor. Or you can be a “risk-on,” all-or-nothing investor. But you must
be an investor. It’s just bad manners if you’re not.
I was a copywriter for over three years before I started investing.
By this time, I had helped with a few big-name clients – including
Prudential and The Royal Mint - but never felt any impulse to invest for
myself. I come from a lower-middle class background, you see, where
any sort of risk is anathema. As far as I’m aware, nobody in my
immediate family has ever owned shares. When I opened my brokerage
they looked at me like I’d gone insane. “Don’t you know you can LOSE
money?!”
My first stock was VW. It was punt. During VW’s infamous
“emissions scandal” its stock crashed some 30%. I did no research. All I
did was ask myself, “Will VW still be here in 5 years?” I made a $1,000 bet
that it would, and when the shares rebounded, my investment almost
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doubled. It’s hard to explain the thrill of having a successful investment.
Seeing rows of green numbers in your brokerage account. Getting richer.
Basking in people’s praise. I suppose it’s similar to what parents say
about having children: “You’ll never understand until you have your own.”
And how, dear copywriter, can you write what you don’t
understand?
Today, most of my savings are invested in this and that – with
plenty of losses to balance out my beginner’s luck. One particular
investment crashed 90% after it was exposed for breaking the law. It
was the flip-side of VW. I was spitting bile. The CEO issued his slime-ball
statement: “We’ve learned a great deal from this setback.” I experienced
a level of rage that I couldn’t have known as an outsider. He cost me
money, yes, but much worse, he made me feel like a fool. For weeks I
dreamt of bloody murder.
Nothing provokes caveman impulses quite like investing. Greed.
Anger. Vanity. Fear. Sooner or later, you experience them all. These
emotions drive ordinary people to take extraordinary action. Never
underestimate their power. Get first-hand experience as an investor. It
can only help you when you’re persuading someone to buy.
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Some financial marketers (including those more credible than me)
argue that being an investor is a weakness. Once you know about
investing, they say, your copy and ideas get complicated. You might start
using jargon that ordinary folks don’t understand – like “derivatives,”
“ETFs,” or being “long or short.” There’s definitely some truth to this.
Still, it’s relatively easy to dumb your copy down. You can always delete
the word “derivative,” can’t you? Understanding what makes your
reader tick is a far greater challenge. If you want these high-value
insights, nothing beats walking in their shoes.
It also makes your research a heck of a lot easier. And more fun.
Suppose you’re struggling to come up with new ideas about gold. You
keep missing relevant headlines and articles. Well here’s a quick
solution. Take a chunk of your savings. Go to your local precious metals
dealer and buy gold. Don’t settle for a few grams, either. Buy enough
gold that it makes you vomit. Trust me, you will never miss another
headline on gold. Your memory will improve as well. When you have
skin in the game, interesting facts stick in your mind. The more you read
and remember, the more your subconscious plays with the information.
Without effort, your brain looks at the facts from different angles, trying
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to make connections, always searching for new breakthroughs. I’ll tell
you a fascinating true story of how it happened to me.

Bill Gates’ “Garbage Stock” and a tale of filthy returns
The author Neil Gaiman once said that writers need a “mental compost
heap.” Not everything you experience seems relevant in the moment.
You might discover a fascinating fact that’s no more useful to you than
an apple core or banana skin. But these tidbits of information mulch
down into your subconscious like food scraps. Over time, it produces a
beautiful fertile soil for growing ideas. It enriches your copy with
specific details and potent stories. New hooks and ideas appear in your
head out of nowhere.
It happened to me with a new product launch that needed a
promotion fast. Motley Fool UK were about to release their “Star
Spangled Investment Report,” outlining the analysts’ five favourite U.S.
stocks. The deadline was tight. Thankfully, one of the reported stocks
was Waste Management (NYSE:WM), a company on my own watch list. I
knew a lot about Waste Management and, perhaps to my
embarrassment, the waste disposal industry in general. For some
reason, I held off buying this stock. Months went by with my research
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set aside. Consciously, I had forgotten almost everything I’d read. But
the worms in my mental compost heap were always munching. When I
read

Motley

Fool’s

report,

something

strange

happened.

My

subconscious screamed, “Bill Gates!”
Bill Gates?
What was so special about Bill Gates?
I would have ignored this mental message, but it wouldn’t stop.
“Bill Gates…Bill Gates!...Bill GATES!!!” Finally, I’d had enough. I couldn’t
ignore the question any longer. I Googled, “Bill Gates Waste
Management” and stumbled across an article in Barron’s. Déjà vu. I had
read this exact article months earlier. It turned out that Bill Gates owned
14.5million shares of Waste Management. A gargantuan chunk of his
personal wealth was staked on this one stock. This solid hook was
transformed into a top-performing email. See here:

Subject: Could Bill Gates’ “Garbage Stock” Net You
Filthy Returns?
Eyebrow: If you want to invest like a billionaire…
Dear Investor:
Earlier this year, Bill Gates’ Microsoft hit $1trillion…
…But that’s NOT where all of his personal wealth is
stashed. In fact:
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Gates owns 14.5million shares of one very different
company. An unusual “Garbage Stock” collecting filthy
returns from American waste.
It’s one of 3 powerhouse U.S. shares mentioned in your
‘Star Spangled Report’…
…Yours to discover in the Share Advisor members area –
when you grab this “10-in-1 Mega Bundle” at a £259
saving.
More than 6% of Gates’ enormous wealth is invested in this
one company.
And you can see why he’s so confident:
ü From 2015-18, earnings-per-share almost trebled
ü Dividends have risen for 16 consecutive years
ü And it’s sitting on almost $2billion of cash!
What I love most is the diversification you get.
No matter how long you’ve been investing, I doubt you
own anything quite like this.
And if you’re at all worried about the economy, you should
certainly consider joining Bill Gates and adding this to your
portfolio.
Because I think this could potentially ride over any bumps
in the 2020s and beyond.
So please, join Share Advisor today – and get instant access
to all our previous picks…
…The same portfolio which has produced an average 32.9%
return – beating the broader UK market by a stonking
10.5%.
Every month, you’re sent another 2 recommendations – one
income and one growth stock. It’s easy to follow along, and
start building a portfolio which fits your specific needs.
What’s more, you’re updated on any important news as it
happens. Simple ‘Buy/Hold/Sell’ suggestions tell you
exactly what we think you should do next.
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And if copying Bill Gates isn’t good enough for you…
You get another NINE investing reports, including 2 of
our high-ticket annuals:
ü Your BRAND-NEW premium report: Shares 2020. 5
Top Shares For The Year Ahead (worth £199).
Discover our highest-conviction ‘Buy-and-Hold’
shares for the next decade.
ü Your ‘High-Yield Report’ (worth £99). Thoroughly
researched by our guest analyst Malcolm Wheatley.
These share picks have an average prospective yield
of 7.3%!
Overall, your ‘Mega Bundle’ has a £348 value. But if you’re
quick…
…You can access the LOT for only £89.
That is a 74% discount – saving you £259 total.
What’s more: your subscription fee is protected by a 30-day,
no-quibble guarantee.
Yes, if you’re unhappy for any reason, send us a quick
email within your first 30 days. You get a prompt
subscription-fee refund, no questions asked.
You can even keep all 10 of your downloadable reports.
Call it a ‘thank you’ for giving Share Advisor a try.
I honestly cannot remove any more risk from your decision.
So why not try Share Advisor today?
Peek behind the curtain and see where Bill Gates has
parked his cash.
To your wealth,
Mark Rogers
Chief Investment Advisor, Motley Fool UK
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How do you know when you’ve found a killer hook? In my experience,
you’ll know it when your promotion practically writes itself. Drama isn’t
something you conjure out of thin air. It already exists in the investment,
product, or guru’s background - whatever you happen to sell. Many of
my best-performing ads were written fast. Everything I wanted to say
was already in my head and the words drizzled onto the page like
treacle. I’ve had mornings where I blast through a thousand words, sit
back and find the coffee on my desk still steaming.
But how fast was the writing, honestly? When you add all those
hours of reading? All those dreary afternoons trawling through
corporate annual reports? All those Saturday mornings leafing through
the weekend bumper issue of the Financial Times? Add it all up and you
find that copywriting is never fast. Whatever talent you have must be
fueled with a solid hook. Your struggle is in the search.
Again, this highlights the importance of working without striving.
Playing with the facts you uncover, as a child plays in a sandpit. Your
mental compost heap takes time to build and mature. You need a
natural curiosity for the world around you. Over the past 12 months I
have read books on samurai warriors, quantum physics, astronomy,
George Washington, the Plantagenet Kings of England, Erwin Rommel,
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neuroscience, “The Blitz”, Canadian history, mindfulness and stoicism,
Walt Disney, the Roman Empire – and so on. Perhaps none of this
information will ever prove useful. Or maybe it will add some muchneeded punch to a future campaign. How can you know, until you know
what you don’t know? If you only sit down to read whenever you “need
a new idea,” then you will have a hard time staying original.
On a brighter note, the more “useless” information you get inside
your head, the more you find yourself drawing upon it. Only the other
day I wrote a sales email about investing in a crisis. It explained how
some of the darkest periods in human history saw a few smart
individuals get rich.
“Think of Rockefeller, the oil tycoon who started during the
American Civil War…” it said. “John Maynard Keynes, who made a fortune
investing during The Great Depression.”
All of this was soil shoveled from the mental compost heap.
But I’m labouring the point now. What I’m trying to get across,
more than anything, is that you should love reading and love learning.
Your reading should be broad, and you should read an awful lot. “New
ideas” are never 100% new. They come from looking at existing facts
from different angles, or combining them in new, interesting ways. As
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for your financial reading, this will probably be more focused. You
should have a rough idea of what to read depending on what you sell. I
can think of three typical places you might start: your expert’s
background, your investment opportunity, or the news and current
affairs.

Read about your “guru” or expert’s background
Some financial businesses are all about one person; usually an
outspoken, rock-star investor like Peter Schiff or Doug Casey. When
you’re dealing with a big personality, their background will likely play a
role in your promotion. At the very least, you’ll want to find out
everything you can about who they are. What influenced them? What
have others said about them? What brought them to this moment, right
now, in your promotion?
In his excellent Kick Ass Copywriting Secrets course, John Carlton
explains how he sold a newsletter from a “mutual fund master.” During
his reading, Carlton found one tiny quote from Money Magazine
describing this inimitable genius as a “human computer.” This led
Carlton to write the headline: Mysterious Arizona “Human Computer”
Humiliates Wall Street “Experts” For 21st Consecutive Year!
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If you have the chance to interview your expert, keep it easy-going.
Don’t pry relentlessly for your hook. Just let the conversation flow, and
ask them to elaborate on anything they’ve mentioned which stands out.
If possible, shut up and listen. The best interviews are those where the
host says almost nothing. When they’ve finished talking, play devil’s
advocate. Challenge their ideas, and see how they respond. This may
demand some financial literacy (another reason why financial
marketers ought to be investors).
If you’re stuck in an awkward pause, ask them: “when did this
theory occur to you? What was happening in your life the moment you
discovered this solution? This is always my favourite question to ask
clients. It often sets you along the path towards a powerful hook.

Read about your investment, product or opportunity
This is the easiest place to go digging, because much of your research
has already been done for you. Suppose you’re trying to get your reader
interested in a particular stock. You have pages of analyst reports
available to study. Even better, the company in question would have
produced its own presentations in the hopes of enticing investors.
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These presentations are written by people who understand the
company better than anyone. They are literally telling you, from their
own extensive experience, why you should invest.
If I’m promoting a newsletter, and choose to write about a
particular stock, then I’ll typically start with the client’s research. From
here, I’ll note down a few key benefits to pursue, then see what other
analysts say online. You can do this easily on Yahoo! Finance. Type in
your stock and you’ll see a myriad of news stories and analyst updates.
Afterwards, I’ll visit the company’s “investors relations” webpage for the
latest annual report and presentations.
Much of this reading is dull. That’s normal. As a copywriter, your
job is to make the opportunity fascinating. What single detail makes this
unique? Why should your reader give this their full attention above all
else? Why is it so important they act now? In a 5,000-word sales letter,
you might give your reader a dozen reasons to invest. However, the crux
of your promotion – the hook – will be centred around one simple story.
Personally, I think the very best examples are written for the gold
speculator Jim Rickards. (If you don’t know Jim Rickards, you should
subscribe to The Daily Reckoning newsletter. His articles are a cracking
read. And the email ads never fail to inject drama into the investment
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idea he’s trying to sell.) Rickards’ copywriters use his CIA/Pentagon
background to full effect. They might take an obscure, little-known
government document, then explain why it’s a tremendous catalyst for
the idea they’re about to pitch. Without question, these government
papers must be a horrendously boring read. The copywriter makes it
interesting – with a single unique detail that adds drama to their sales
message.

Read the news and current affairs
Newspapers are treasure maps for financial copywriters. If you only
read the news regularly, you will have an unending supply of new ideas.
Your job is to connect your product’s benefits with what’s happening
outside. Sounds easy, doesn’t it? Well, there are two important caveats.
First, you can’t launch your promotion with a story that’s too
familiar. News appeal only works in advertising if you’re saying
something different. You’re looking for the story within the story. Again,
this is what Jim Rickards’ team do so well. Rather than give you a
humdrum Financial Times style headline on, say, COVID-19, they’ll find a
“Classified Pentagon COVID-19 Action Plan” that nobody else is talking
about. Heaven knows where they found this information. Maybe a New
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York Times columnist mentioned it in passing? Maybe they saw Trump
holding a copy as he boarded his helicopter? The point is, you can only
find “the story within the story” if you have ferocious attention to detail.
Second, it’s a mistake to build your campaign around a news event.
Instead, you should be looking for the trends which underpin the event.
As I mentioned earlier, a major challenge in financial marketing is
longevity. News changes fast. Meanwhile, getting your promotion out
the gate can be agonizingly slow.
“Trump’s latest tweet” might give you a wonderful promotion. But
it won’t be long before the idea expires and all your hard work is wasted.
But what about a Trump-related trend – like U.S./China relations, trade
wars and blue-collar industries? These are broad news categories. The
stories take months to unravel, so your ideas have better staying-power.
Virtually every news event is underpinned by a trend. That’s the good
news. “Fed Chairman Powell’s Shock Announcement” is an event. “Easy
credit and inflation” is the trend. “America’s killing of General Soleimani”
is an event. “Rising tensions with Middle Eastern countries” is the trend.
“Trump bans TikTok” is an event. “America’s ‘Tech Cold War’ against
China” is the trend.
As you read the news events, ask yourself, “What is the trend?”
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How to read the financial news
Long ago, when I studied Film at university, I was taught “how to watch
a movie.” Regular audiences watch movies passively, you see, immersed
in the experience, letting the story wash over them. As a Film student,
you are an active viewer. You have to fight Hollywood’s hypnotic
powers. You’re looking at each scene critically, paying careful attention
to the camera’s angles, use of colour and sound. Watching a two-hour
movie was actually exhausting work. Like many humanities undergrads,
when university ended, I was full of self-loathing. I’d blown a fortune on
this pointless skill. During my graduation, I fled to the Scottish
Highlands and camped in the remote wilderness of Glen Coe. I couldn’t
even bear to collect my diploma.
Only as a financial copywriter did this pointless skill become a
secret weapon. I realised that I was reading news stories actively with
the same critical eye, and a few hours of this reading could produce a
deep well of new ideas to test. If you’re writing financial copy – or
managing those who do – you need to know what’s happening in the
world. That’s obvious. However, I rarely see anyone explain how to read
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the news, which publications to read and why. Clicking around on CNBC
is not at all productive. You need a deliberate schedule and action-plan.
Start with a time limit. Decide on a set period, every day, when
you’re going to read the financial news. If you’re completely new to
finance, you should set aside a lengthy chunk of time. Maybe two hours
or more. If you’ve been following the trends for several months, you
may only need 30 minutes. Whatever time you set, make sure it’s
something you can do consistently, day after day. Once you have a firm
grasp of the markets, it’s tempting to stop reading until “something new
happens.” This is a false economy.
Think about when you pull your car onto a highway. If you have a
miles-per-gallon counter, then you’ll know the first few miles are
inefficient. You might burn fuel ten-times faster than normal. Then you
hit 70mph and you’re coasting. You don’t need anywhere near as much
fuel to maintain a constant speed. It’s the same when getting to grips
with investing trends. Once you fall out of the loop, it takes more effort
to catch-up. The Dow might plunge, gold could skyrocket, a major
currency could implode, and you’ll be on the chase, trying to figure out
why. This makes you inefficient. You won’t find it nearly as easy to come
up with new ideas.
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Next, it’s not enough to read a financial newspaper or magazine.
You need to know why you’re reading it. I suggest you start with three
core publications. These should include the following:

One mainstream newspaper: Maybe The Wall Street Journal or
Financial Times. If you’re involved with stock opportunities, you could
also follow CNBC’s Trading Nation.
Why read mainstream news?
Because this is what your prospects are most likely reading. You
stay in touch your readers and the market’s sentiment. It’s worth getting
an online subscription just to see readers’ comments. See whether
people embrace or reject whatever’s being reported. This gives you a
feel for what people are thinking.

One weekly magazine: A daily newspaper tells you what’s happening.
A weekly money mag explains why it’s happening, with deep
commentary on what might happen next. My favourites are Barrons and
Money Week. These give you extra details which you can pursue and
transform into new ideas. Once, while reading Money Week, I noticed an
article describing the UK as “Europe’s Silicon Valley,” with “more tech
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companies per capita than China.” Thanks to a little extra research, this
became a promotion that performed reasonably well.

One obscure/specialist publication: This reveals different ideas that
the mainstream outlets haven’t reported. My favourite “obscure” site is
ZeroHedge. This often covers hidden details within the big stories of the
day. You could also choose a specialist publication. If you’re selling a
mining newsletter, for instance, you could read a magazine all about the
industry. This will also give you ideas that your readers haven’t seen
elsewhere.

So that’s your core reading template laid out. You choose three relevant
publications – one for each category. Start from there. Add more
magazines if you choose. Put in a set period of focused, deliberate
reading every day. By “deliberate reading,” I mean actively following the
stories. Stay alert for new trends and ideas which might demonstrate
or dramatize the core benefits of your offer.
If you consistently follow this schedule, you notice new trends as
they evolve. You can even predict, with reasonable accuracy, what’s
likely to catch the public’s awareness.
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You often hear people say, “Once an investment is on the front
page, it’s too late.” While this is true, you’d be surprised how long it
takes mainstream papers to put a story on the front page. When I began
specializing in financial copy, the marijuana bubble was inflating at a
spectacular pace. I’d been following some of the developments for
weeks before a detailed story appeared in my broadsheet.
There was also the infamous “Powell Put.” With stunning speed,
Fed Chairman Powell stopped hiking interest rates, and soon after
began cutting. Inflation worries picked up, and before long we were
back to full-blown “Quantitative Easing.” Much of the mainstream media
treated this as a surprise. Yet some obscure pundits and publications
had been predicting this for years.
This being said, your average reader is not going to be as clued-up
as you. You might be running a doom-and-gloom promotion, while
CNBC reports good times and rainbows. That’s fine. You can do that. Just
know your reader isn’t going to accept everything you say as dogma.
You’ll have to start on common ground, then pull apart the reasons why
others are optimistic.
When reading the mainstream news, you should also be alert for
which trends are catching on. I first discovered this after watching a
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Real Vision interview with Financial Insyghts’ (not a typo) Peter Atwater.
You would think mainstream newspapers lead opinion, but actually the
opposite is true. As he explained, a newspaper’s front pages tell you the
readership’s consensus view. They do in fact confirm the reader’s
preexisting bias. Even more interesting, a story will often start at the
back pages and slowly drift to the front. This is another reason why you
must treat financial reading as a daily exercise. If you’re not watching
the stories carefully, you cannot see the emerging trends which could be
used to win your reader’s interest.

Direct Vs. Indirect copy – and where to get ideas
Going back to this book’s most important lesson:
A big idea is a demonstration or dramatization of
your product’s solution.
Where you find new ideas depends on what you sell. A new fintech
company might solve problems that nobody else in the market has
addressed. In this case, your ideas will come from your customer
research and how your product meets their needs. What makes this
unique? In these situations, you're better off taking the direct approach.
Hit your reader with your big promise. Give it to them straight.
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This was the case for a new payment system our agency helped
launch especially for vets. Veterinary practices have oppressive
overheads. It’s why many vets offer ‘Pet Club’ type services - that
include regular checkups and discounts - in exchange for a monthly fee.
These recurring payments build predictable revenues, so it’s easier to
plan ahead. However, our prospects had a big problem to deal with.
They were at the mercy of a direct debit duopoly, suffering the hell of
rising fees and a declining service.
To give you some idea of how much vets hated their direct debit
provider, the following letter invited them to a free demo of the new
solution. Of those who signed up, 96% became customers. Here’s the
letter’s opening page:

How to get 84% more people paying in to your
preventative healthcare plan and remove your direct debit
pain (whilst cutting your fees by 30%)
Dear Friend:
It sounds unbelievable, but only because you’ve been
getting such a raw deal.
So if you want to earn 292% more…expanding your
healthcare program as much as 84%, serving your very best
clients who keep coming back…without having to get
bogged down in the nitty-gritty of marketing…
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…and you want to keep 30% more of your Direct Debit
income… AND get that money 14X faster than you are
now…
…this is the most important letter you’ll read all year. All
you need to do is call XXXXXXXX.
You will instantly cut your direct debit fees for good by
switching to my team at Easy Direct Debits. You pay just
35p per transaction, plus 1% of its value.
But wait until you hear how I can afford to charge up to
30% less…
I will increase the number of people paying in.
Guaranteed.
Using a system I’ve devised – with one of the world’s
foremost marketing experts – I expect to grow your
healthcare program 12%...26%...perhaps even 84%... in a
matter of months.
And there’s nothing to buy either. The risk is all on me.
•

You stop pulling your hair out, trying to be a fulltime marketer on top of all your other jobs.

•

You stop paying exorbitant direct debit fees, as
Denplan swallows every other option you have.

•

You get to relax and enjoy the work you love most.
Helping more pet owners who are loyal to your
practice. (Earning almost 3X more as a result.)

So if you agree this is a win/win deal for us both, please
call XXXXXXXX now.
If you’re still not convinced, read on. Let me tell you how it
all began…

As you can see, this letter’s opening takes a direct approach. It doesn’t
meander around the offer, leading the reader through a story about Bill
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Gates or Donald Trump. It gets straight to the point. That’s because this
product:
ü Solves a desperate problem
ü With a unique solution
ü That the reader doesn’t yet know exists
In such instances, your challenge is educating the reader. Taking the
indirect approach would only add unnecessary confusion. Any drama
you include is taken from your customer research. For example: “You
stop pulling your hair out, trying to be a full-time marketer on top of all
your other jobs.” This highlights the reader’s problem, dramatizing why
they need this now.
If you’re new to copywriting, you really must read Tested
Advertising Methods, by John Caples. After decades of split-testing,
Caples found the best headlines either suggest a benefit, offer news, or
appeal to curiosity. And he gives you piles of proven headline examples
which you can use as templates. This gets you off to a terrific start.
Trouble is, most of Caples’ headlines take this direct approach. It’s fine if
you’re writing a single campaign for a new, unique product like the vet
service. But if you’re selling something in a ferociously competitive
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market, or where readers are highly skeptical, you need to add other
ingredients to keep your ideas fresh.
I’m talking specifically about investment newsletters and new
stock opportunities. When you’re selling a new investment, your
promotion relies more on your reader’s curiosity. You have to get them
excited, and keep them on the hook. In these situations, you’re better off
taking the indirect approach. Make your reader think, “Heck, that’s
interesting. Tell me more.” Create an itch in your reader’s mind.
Your challenge is to launch with a story so compelling, it grabs
your prospect by the lapels and forces them to keep reading. When you
take the indirect approach, your ideas will mostly come from the unique
details of your opportunity and news from the outside world. Your
customer research is still important. However, you’re not using your
customer research to deliver a straight promise. Instead, you’re using it
as a guide to help you find new ideas which might grab your reader’s
interest.
“Bill Gates’ Garbage Stock” was an indirect promotion. Of course, I
could have said something more straightforward, like: “One waste
disposal stock that could double your money.” But the reader is
inundated with these sorts of promises. Would it stand out? Taking a
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direct approach can also provoke more skepticism. When you make a
straight claim, your reader instantly thinks, “Prove it.” You’re in a
defensive position before you even begin the attack.
Taking the indirect approach helps you avoid these problems. You
hit your reader with an indisputable fact: “Bill Gates owns this stock.”
Even better, you provoke that much-needed curiosity. If they want to
know which stock Gates owns, they have to keep reading. And buy!

Run your marketing like a Hollywood studio
So far, every step you’ve followed leads logically into the next. You start
with your prospect. Once you know who they are, your reading and
research is more structured. You know which ideas are likely to win
their favourable attention. You make informed decisions, so your
chances of success increase. Nevertheless, you’ll inevitably have ideas
which flop, or don’t perform as well as you’d hoped. This is a fact of
direct marketing. There’s no point crying about it. Chalk it down as a
dud, and try to figure out why it didn’t work.
I once wrote an email for Motley Fool, all about “how to beat
HMRC” (Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs) in the stock market. I
spent a decent chunk of time on the idea and was certain it would be a
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roaring success. It wasn’t. Although a handful of units were sold, it
wasn’t nearly enough to get excited.
“I hate it when that happens,” I told the marketing director. My
payment terms were split 50/50. I made 50% of the available cash for
writing the promotion, and the other 50% for reaching the sales target.
You’d think, being a greedy bastard, that I was upset about losing half
my pay. Actually, the opposite was true. “I hate taking money for copy
that disappoints.”
I don’t know about you, but I’m desperately insecure. In my early
twenties, I was a nervous wreck. I went through violent bouts of
insomnia and had no emotional resilience. Now older and wiser, I’m
better at dealing with these weaknesses. But that side of my personality
never completely went away. I crave results. I feel worthless if I don’t
get them.
“See, I don’t view it that way,” he replied, magnanimous. “You
have to run your marketing like a Hollywood studio. A studio might
produce five or ten movies and only one will be a hit. That hit pays for
the flops. It funds your future tests.”
Thankfully, my success rate is somewhat above 1-in-5. Most stuff I
write does pretty well. But the pressure always stays. This Hollywood
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analogy is a healthy way to think about your marketing. It makes the
pressure easier to bear. Don’t overthink your problems or psyche
yourself out. Have fun. If you’re not having fun, you’re doomed. I can tell
you that from harsh experience.
Above all, your main concern should be articulating your ideas;
making them easy to understand. Here’s a rule of thumb. If you can’t
explain your idea to a barmaid, in two sentences or less, then you don’t
have an idea. You need to keep thinking. This upfront effort is
impossible to avoid, but pays huge dividends. You save time and misery
later on. When I agree on a new project with a client, I’ll typically pitch
five or ten ideas. These are written as a headline and a couple of
sentences explaining the promotion’s lead. For example:

Could Bill Gates’ “Garbage Stock” Net You Filthy
Returns?
Bill Gates has staked a whopping chunk of his net
worth on Waste Management – a stock
recommended in our new report.
This makes it easy for the Copy Chief. He can breeze through the list in
seconds, deciding which ideas to give the green light. Compliance can
save everyone a headache by explaining ahead of time which ideas are
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likely to have problems, and what the legal pitfalls might be. And if
you’re the copywriter, well, you’re a winner too. You’re not wasting time
on ideas that will never see the light of day. Your research is clear and
organised. You’re ready to write, with all your questions answered.
As you write your idea list, I suggest spending a long time on your
headlines. Make sure you’re pitching the actual headline you intend to
use. This forces you to fully understand the idea - to make it clear and
succinct.
Years ago, back when I started at Money Week, we were taught the
four ‘U’s of writing effective headlines. I’ll share them with you now,
because they’ve stuck with me ever since:

Make it URGENT: People don’t buy preventatives. You want to present
your reader with problems they must deal with now. Even something
that’s on the cusp of happening could be too far in the future. This is the
great challenge of financial copy. A stock that has already boomed is
now likely a bad deal. Hedging for a future crisis seems pointless,
because it isn’t happening now.
There are two ways you can inject your copy with urgency. The
first is obvious: make your offer urgent. Put your reader on a time-limit,
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so they have to act now. Alternatively, you could find an aspect of your
investment that’s urgent. Maybe there’s a new government bill that’s
about to be passed, or an FDA test that’s due any day now. This trigger,
whatever it is, may send your opportunity to the moon. Or you could
take this same approach from a negative angle. Give them a reason to be
afraid. Urgency is anything which, in the immortal words of John Carlton,
“Lights a fire under their ass.”

Make it USEFUL: Your headline should suggest a benefit to the prospect.
They should feel they’re going to get something in exchange for reading
your promotion. Usually, when we talk about “benefits,” we mean
discount offers and promises of what the product will do to improve the
reader’s life. But there are other ways you can reward your reader.
During the 2020 “oil supply shock,” the price of oil went negative
to -$37/barrel. Tankers were floating around in the ocean, packed with
oil and with nowhere to go. Pipelines were filled to bursting. And since
there was nowhere else to store this colossal surplus of oil being
pumped, sellers had to pay buyers to take it off their hands. Many
economists predicted the surplus would hit two-billion barrels. How
much oil was that? In one article, I wrote: That is almost one-third of all
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the Allied oil used to fight World War II. It’s enough oil to drive your car
non-stop for a million years.
Interesting passages like this give your reader conversational
currency. It’s something they can take with them – to work or the pub –
and share with others. Even if they don’t buy, they have benefited from
reading your promotion. As David Ogilvy once said, “You cannot bore
your reader into buying. Tell the truth, but make the truth fascinating.”

Make it ULTRA-SPECIFIC: Specific details get attention and make your
claims more believable. Suppose I told you, “How this stock could make
you a millionaire.” You probably wouldn’t get too excited. You’ve seen
thousands of empty claims before. You would immediately want
concrete, indisputable proof. Now, suppose I said, “How this stock could
make you $1,398,242.67.” This hopefully buys me some time. After all,
1,398,242.67 is a very specific number. So specific, in fact, it surely must
be true. Rather than demanding proof, you’re wondering, “How and
why?” Of course, to find the answer, you have to keep reading.
It goes without saying, specific numbers should be grounded in
some fact. You can’t just pull them from thin air. However, do use them
when possible. A cardinal sin of direct marketing is to round numbers
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up or down so they look neat and organised. (“How this stock could
make you almost $1.4million). As a neat-freak myself, I understand this
impulse well. But you must never give in to the temptation of rounding
numbers. It squanders a valuable opportunity.

Make it UNIQUE: I have an email account that’s subscribed to most of
the major financial publishers. (If you’re one of them, it’s possible I’m
already getting your mail.) Every day, I see over a hundred emails from
these businesses. I can see at a glance which headlines stand out.
If you’re selling stock/option tips, you must get on your
competitors’ lists. This gives you a bird’s-eye view of what everyone is
saying. You now have a better chance of being original, so the reader
chooses you over everyone else.
How can you be unique?
This will depend on your product, and whether you’re taking a
direct or indirect approach in your promotion. The financial service for
vets was all about a unique sales proposition (USP). There was a clear
reason this offer met the reader’s needs better than all others. However,
having a ‘USP’ isn’t always enough. It has to be something your reader
cares about. If you can’t find a relevant, meaningful USP, then you have
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to look outside your product for unique details which dramatize the
benefits of your offer.

You don’t need all four “Us” in your headline. However, you should
definitely have at least one, and you should probably aim for two or
three. Let’s look at the Bill Gates headline again:
Could Bill Gates’ “Garbage Stock” Net You Filthy Returns?
I’d argue this scores a comfortable 2/4. The “garbage stock”
qualifies as unique. At first glance, you don’t really know what a
“garbage stock” is. And why does Bill Gates love it so much? The mention
of “filthy returns” suggests this message is useful to the reader. Opening
this email could potentially pay off huge. You could also argue that “Bill
Gates” is an ultra-specific detail, giving this headline a third point, but
maybe I’m pushing my luck there. Certainly, there are ways you could
improve this headline. But remember this is for an email. Personally, I
like to keep subject lines under ten words.
Your next step is discovering if your idea actually sells. Have you
found your “pocket” where you can dig up seams of gold? Read on.
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Testing
Gold mines are expensive. You’d be crazy to build one on a wild hunch.
Before burning billions on a new mine, the prospector must be certain
his dirt will pay. How much gold is there per ton of worthless soil? Is it
accessible? What’s the cost of getting it out the ground? How long will the
mine last before it’s empty?
You’re not just looking for gold. You’re looking for rich seams of
gold; a license to print cash. It’s a painful journey. The prospector might
suffer 999 failed tests before finding the thousandth patch worth
digging. And even after this agony, he has other risks to consider – like
warzones, vicious wild creatures and, if you can tell them apart,
politicians.
In marketing the stakes are somewhat lower, but you get the point.
I once heard an A-list copywriter say he spends three months writing a
new promotion before it’s finally ready to run. Clearly if you’re going to
spend a quarter of your entire year on a single piece of copy you’ll want
to be reasonably sure it will sell.
Yet shocks and surprises do happen. No matter how experienced
you are, a copywriter’s life has frustrations. An idea you think is
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wonderful may, for whatever reason, fail to meet your mark. And what if
compliance decides on a whim not to let it run? And what if the markets
flip, rendering your idea useless? When copy takes too long to produce,
it defeats the whole purpose of testing. You’ve already incurred a large
expense getting your copy drafted. You’re running a high-stakes risk
before you even launch.
Gold miners mitigate these risks by conducting tests at speed. You
must do the same. By moving fast, you limit the risks that could make
your copy obsolete. You structure your work, so should the worst
happen, it’s not an apocalyptic disaster. You do this by working in a
certain order.

Four letters to help you test new copy fast
If you’ve done any selling in your life, then you’re probably familiar with
the ‘AIDA’ formula. This states the order you must follow when
persuading anyone to buy. First, you get the prospect’s attention. Then,
you say something to arouse their interest, before making them desire
your offer. Only then are you in a position to ask for action.
Attention. Interest. Desire. Action. (AIDA).
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Every step depends on the one previous. You cannot get your
prospect to act until you’ve won their desire. You cannot make them
desire your offer until you’ve gained their interest, and so on. AIDA is a
powerful lesson for new copy cubs, but it also gives you a structure to
follow when writing your campaigns. After all, there’s no rule to say you
must follow AIDA throughout a single piece of copy. You can easily split
this structure across two or three different formats. This can save you
weeks of hard work in the testing stage.
Suppose you’re writing to an email list. You want to sell them a
new financial service using an indirect approach. You have five ideas to
test. You can divide the AIDA structure like so:
Emails: Attention. Interest
Order form: Desire. Action
Your email copy lets you test each basic idea. You use each email to win
the reader’s attention and interest. But you don’t complete the sale.
Instead, you ask the reader to click through to the order form – where
you engender desire and ask for action.
Or maybe you want more leads? Your campaign needs to get
people opting in to your list. It’s no problem. You can structure your
copy like this instead:
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Display ads: Attention. Interest
Native ad opt-in page: Desire. Action
Again, the principle works exactly the same way, because the
fundamentals of good copy never change. How you follow this principle
is a decision you have to make for yourself. It depends on what you’re
selling, who you’re selling to, the action you want them to take, and
whether you’re leading with a direct or indirect idea. However, with a
little thought you can divide your sales message into two parts. This
dramatically speeds up the time you spend testing. You only have to rewrite the “big ideas” that win your prospect’s attention and interest.
As a quick example, here’s a snippet of long-form copy, written to
sell Jim Rickards’ Strategic Intelligence newsletter:

Warning: This Opportunity Could Disappear on June 9th
For the first time ever…

America’s #1 Gold Millionaire Reveals His
10X Gold Script
“This same script played out twice in the last 20 years. In
both rare occasions, dozens of gold stocks exploded 10X or
more over time. Will you miss out again?”
- Jim Rickards, Bestselling Author
of The New Case for Gold
Dear Reader:
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With dozens of tiny gold stocks exploding as high as 68%,
89% and even 115% just in recent weeks…
Historians will call this the beginning of the biggest gold
BOOM ever…
The third and final boom.
And if you’re missing out…
You could be cheating yourself out of the only chance you’ll
EVER have…
To turn a small stake into a fortune in the coming months.
That’s why I’ve already bet $1million dollars of my own
money in this sector.
I even bought a stake in a private gold mine in Utah.
Why am I so confident?
It’s all because of a rare phenomenon that has only
happened twice in the last twenty years.
On both occasions, it sent several gold stocks to the moon.
This phenomenon hit in 2001…
And look what happened to some of the top performers…

This full promotion is extremely long. If you print this on paper it totals
89 pages. No matter how fast or experienced you are, this sort of copy
takes a long time to produce. But its basic structure is simple.
Rickards’ letter begins with the “10X Gold Script.” About half of
the promotion is devoted to this single idea, enticing the prospect to
keep reading. Once this idea has been thoroughly explored, and the
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reader – hopefully – is interested, the copy bridges into the offer. The
reader is shown some of the bonus giveaways, making them desire the
offer ahead, before being asked: “So how can you begin making these
moves right away?” This sentence is the doorway into the main pitch –
where the copywriter asks for the reader’s action by subscribing to
Rickards’ newsletter. As long and daunting as this promotion may
appear, it is built on the same 4-step structure.
First, you have the big idea - the demonstration or
dramatization of this product’s solution. This wins the reader’s
attention and interest. In the second half, you have the real selling. Once
the reader is interested, the copywriter must get to the nuts and bolts of
the offer. What is included in the offer? What will this do for the prospect?
Why listen to Rickards over anyone else? In this half you must drum up
the reader’s desire. And get them to act.
The first half deals with your big idea. The second half deals with
your product. Since your product rarely changes, you needn’t re-write
this section over and over again. You can write it once. Here’s how:

Write your “irresistible invitation”
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My first job at Motley Fool was an email campaign. Nothing complicated.
I had to write five sales emails and an order form. The email makes the
reader want the product. After clicking the link, they land on the order
form which highlights a few of the product’s main features and asks for
payment details.
This order form was such a small part of the job, I don’t think I
was even paid for it. Not officially. It was an add-on mentioned in
passing: “Oh, and while you’re at it, could you write a quick order form?”
Trouble is, you’re never really writing an “order form.” Everything
is an invitation. You’re asking your reader to follow you. To trust you.
You’re asking them to consider your advice on what to do with their
hard-earned savings. When I sell a newsletter service for Motley Fool,
it’s typically around £70 for the year. But it’s not just £70, is it? This
newsletter could be helping them position tens of thousands of pounds,
savings which represent decades of hard work and thrift. Few decisions
are more emotional. When you think of your order form this way, you
meet the challenge with greater intensity.
A common weakness amongst in-house marketing departments is
repetition. You may think you’re trying new ideas, when really you’re
just rehashing old themes. If your gut tells you that your promotions are
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getting stagnant, the chances are you’re right. You need to breathe fresh
energy into your copy, and getting an outside freelancer could do you
the world of good. It’s why, whenever I work with a new client, I ask for
examples of previous promotions. What worked particularly well in the
past? What are the current “controls” – the promotions which are still
running unbeaten? Knowing what works can reveal new clues about
your reader. You get a sense of their appeals. But it also points to new
ideas which haven’t been tested before.
Looking at Motley Fool’s previous copy, I knew we could try
something radically different with the order form. Until then, every
order form was, what I would consider, short copy. Nothing exceeded
500 words. When the reader clicked through from the email, they’d see
the offer as a headline, followed by a bullet-point summary of what to
expect, and a mention of the guarantee.
I knew long-form copy would be worth a test, so I wrote my order
form as an invitation. I used everything I knew about the prospect to
lead them carefully to the payment. The following effort was roughly
3,000 words – at least six times longer than any of the previous order
forms. Here’s the copy in full:
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From the desk of Mark Rogers, Chief Investment Advisor
of Motley Fool UK: “Here’s a way to try and take better
control of your savings…and start working towards a
potentially market-beating return…”

Your Invitation to Join Motley Fool Share
Advisor – Yours Today At a £70 Saving
Off Your First Year
…Plus, enjoy the protection of a 30-day subscription refund
guarantee
Please complete this short-secure order form to accept and
see everything inside Motley Fool Share Advisor. Or, if
you’re still unsure, read on. Let me explain everything you
get when you join our 8,000 UK members.
<< Image: Mark Rogers >>
<< Caption: “Since 2012, our

Foolish share picks have beaten
the broader UK market by 11.3%.
What if you did the same? Please
accept this invitation to join
Motley Fool Share Advisor now,
while you save 47%.” >>

Dear Investor:
I’m not one to make assumptions…
But the fact you’re on this page suggests you’re different to
most people.
You know your savings could work harder…
…That time wasted is often money lost.
You’re ready to take better control of your finances. And
you know the sooner you do this effectively, the better off
you could be.
However, if you’re like many investors I meet, you’re also
prudent. You know that investing in shares carries risk.
And even with a deal like the one I’m making you today, you may
still be on the fence.
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So let me explain everything you get as a Share Advisor
member – what I can and cannot promise you. Read on and
discover…
ü Why our share picks have outperformed the S&P UK
Broad Market by 11.3%, with an average 35.1%
return!
ü What some of our members can tell you about this
service.
ü And why I believe investing “Foolishly” could be
your #1 way to help you – as you aim to secure
financial freedom, for yourself and your family, in
these volatile times.
You see, in my opinion, the best way for you to get a decent
return on your savings might be in the stock market.
And that’s exactly what Share Advisor helps you do.
That’s why I’m so excited to offer you this invitation today.
I’ve put together a terrific team of experts who do all the
hard work for you. Every month, they present you with
their two most promising picks; one growth stock and one
income stock.
You are handed a detailed report of their findings – with
commentary on all the opportunities and risks. And they
reveal why they believe these picks have the potential to
grow your wealth over the long term.
Long-term investing, in a nutshell, is the Motley Fool
philosophy.
We don’t take cavalier bets on unproven ‘Penny Stocks.’
We don’t get stressed over short-term price swings.
And we definitely don’t bombard you with unproven
claims and hype.
This is your nest egg we’re talking about.
It is hard-earned and shouldn’t be toyed with.
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So every recommendation you get inside Share Advisor is
given to you with the understanding that you’ll buy and
HOLD. Our aim is to get you buying what we believe are
top-quality companies that have the potential to
dramatically improve your financial standing over time.
Many of our picks are still being held after 3+ years.
Including…
ü Britvic – up 291.2%
ü Homeserve – up 574.7%
ü Micro Focus – up 607.3%
Naturally, I’m showing you some of our top performers.
These are not intended to be representative, and not all
picks have been so successful. Some have fallen in value.
However, I believe your Share Advisor membership could
soon have you making much more informed decisions.
As <<Member>> said after following our ‘Buy Alerts’:
<<Testimonial>>
Imagine seeing a small handful of these companies quietly
fill your retirement account or ISA.
How much faster could you start doing whatever you
want…whenever you want…now that you’re beginning to
try and take more control over your money?
Well that’s not all…
You are also updated on any important news as it happens.
This lands straight in your inbox – with quick-fire
suggestions on what to do next. All the information you
need is distilled into a few short paragraphs.
Should the moment strike, we’ll even tell you if we’re
selling. This has helped our investors secure up to tripledigit returns in our best recommendations.
I believe these timely updates could be critical to your
success.
Because they don’t just save you time…
...When the markets gets whipped into another panic or
frenzy, I believe they can make you a calmer investor.
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<< Button: Yes, I’m ready to join Share Advisor now at
a huge saving – with a 30-day subscription refund
guarantee. >>
Nothing is hidden from you either…
You’re shown our full track record…every buy, hold and
sell recommendation since Share Advisor began in
2012…The winners and losers…
…Plus those stocks which we still think you should BUY.
I’m sure you see why so many Share Advisor members have
sent us such overwhelming praise:
<< 5 Testimonials >>
Now, whatever your position, I believe Share Advisor can
help you do the same.
And I want to help you get started as quickly as possible…
So the moment you join, you’re also handed a short-list of
‘5 Starter Stocks’ to buy and hold today
All of these are simple, easy-to-understand businesses –
typically with:
ü
ü
ü
ü

A long, impressive track record
A dominant market position
A strong management team and company culture
Strong numbers to hopefully sustain any volatility in
the wider market

We think these stocks are ideal for getting your new
portfolio launched.
To perhaps give yourself a more solid foundation from the
start.
And even if you currently own shares, we think you should
strongly consider adding these to your portfolio. Because
my research shows they are strong, high-quality companies.
You could potentially leave these humming along in your
ISA while the markets move up and down.
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Hopefully by now, you’re starting to see why so many
investors are chuffed to bits with Share Advisor. And why
they say things like this:
<< 3 Testimonials >>
But you won’t have to pay the usual £199 to join them
today…
You won’t even pay HALF that amount!
Instead…
You are invited to join Share Advisor now for just £79.
This entitles you to your first full year’s membership.
It works out to roughly £1.52 per week.
Think about that for a moment.
For less than what the Sunday paper costs, you have a
wealth of information to try and help you finally take
control of your finances. Or let me put it another way.
Just the dividends alone from some of our income picks
could potentially recoup your membership.
Not to get ahead of ourselves…
This is the stock market, and there are no absolute
guarantees.
That’s why I’m careful to explain every risk and
opportunity to you in detail. This makes it easier for you to
pick the right stocks based on your circumstances.
<< Button: Yes, I’m ready to join Share Advisor now at
a huge saving – with a 30-day subscription refund
guarantee. >>
What’s more, you are welcome to post any questions or
comments…
I promise to get back to you as quick as possible.
For instance, here’s a detailed answer I gave to a subscriber
about one of our growth picks…
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Out of respect for the member’s privacy, I had to redact
some of this message. But it hopefully illustrates and
important point.
You see, whilst we cannot always reply in such depth,
you’re not left alone with our reports. You have access to
the same analysts who give you this market-beating
research.
And please, let me make something else abundantly clear to
you…
Your Share Advisor membership is covered by a 30-day
subscription refund guarantee
Yes. I want to remove as many risks as I possibly can from
your decision.
Simply complete this easy-fill payment form to start your
subscription.
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Peek behind the curtain and explore everything I’ve
promised you in this invitation.
You can even follow the same research now being used by
8,000 Share Advisor members to potentially grow your
wealth. Meanwhile, you’re under no obligation whatsoever.
If, within 30 days, you decide Share Advisor is not for you,
just send a quick email to our support team at
customerservices@fool.com.
You will be issued a full and prompt refund of your
subscription fee, no questions asked.
You can cancel your subscription for any reason, or no
reason at all.
And to make your decision even easier, here’s something
extra for you…
6 FREE investing reports to download and keep…
…whether you stay with Share Advisor or not!
Think of these as a ‘thank you’ gift for trying our marketbeating service today.
Your free reports include:
ü The Motley Fool’s Brexit Playbook: See all the
possible ways to try and help protect yourself – and
perhaps even profit – during Brexit’s uncertainties.
You’re shown how the possible scenarios could
impact each industry, and which companies to
consider buying. Brexit will surely go down as one of
the great political shifts of this century…which is
why I believe you could have some once-in-alifetime opportunities ahead.
ü The A.I. Dossier: Artificial Intelligence, once the
stuff of science fiction, is now an absolute reality.
And it could easily become the largest technological
jump in human history – adding an estimated
$15.7Trillion to the global economy. This 14-page
dossier reveals 3 specific ways you can position
yourself to profit from this coming boom…plus the
stocks we think you should buy today.
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ü Double Report Bonus: ‘6 Danger Signs You Can
Check in 15 Minutes,’ PLUS…’When to Sell Your
Shares.’ If you already own shares in any company,
you will want to run these quick-fire checks. Most
investors I meet have missed at least one of these
warning signs…yet they can show you which
companies are deteriorating before the markets get
wise.
ü The Fool’s Guide to Investing With Funds: Funds
can offer you a relatively cheap, easy way to get
broad exposure to the stock market…or they can
burden you with poor performance and crippling
annual fees. This guide helps you make a more
informed decision before you click ‘buy.’
ü The ‘Double Agent’ in the UK Stock Market: 10
years the markets have been roaring upwards. How
long can it last? If you fear a downturn, this report
could reveal an effective way to try and hedge your
portfolio.
<< Button: Yes, I’m ready to join Share Advisor now at
a huge saving – with a 30-day subscription refund
guarantee. >>
Every day, the UK’s strongest companies are open for
business.
Why stay on the outside another moment?
You could use our buy alerts to help claim your share of
these profits being made.
And right now, I’m offering you a 47% discount off your
first year of membership. That’s a full £70 saving off the
usual list price, with access to all of the following:
ü Your monthly income and growth stock
suggestions – with commentary on all the
opportunities and risks. These make it easier to buy
shares based on your own situation and risktolerance. And if you have any questions, you are
more than welcome to ask our analysts.
ü Your stock email updates – keep you informed on
any important changes to your portfolio. We hope
you can use these to make quicker, calmer decisions
without falling victim to the usual media noise.
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ü Your 5 starter stocks which we believe you really
should consider holding in your portfolio…even if
you currently own shares. Plus, I’ve put together a
list of ‘Best Buy’ stocks for you – which our analysts
believe are the best opportunities in the Share Advisor
portfolio right now.
ü Your 6 FREE investing reports to download and
keep – whether you stay with Share Advisor or not.
These can help you prepare for more of the
uncertainties ahead.
ü Your 30-day subscription refund guarantee. If you
are not thrilled with everything you see inside Share
Advisor, simply write a quick message to our support
team for a FULL refund of your membership fee. No
questions asked.
Do you have any savings which could be working harder
right now?
If so, please accept this invitation.
You can leave your money in a savings account, accepting
any paltry interest-rate your bank throws at you.
You can hold onto your savings while the Bank of England
decides whether or not to destroy its value through
inflation.
Or you can take control of your finances for yourself.
Of course, stocks are riskier than cash. However, with Share
Advisor at your side, I believe they can offer one of the best
ways to get a potentially handsome return on your savings.
You can stop relying on banks, ‘experts’ and institutions.
You can join the 8,000 Fools who are beating the S&P UK
Broad Market Index by an average 11.3%.
I hope you decide to take control and save yourself £70 off
the usual price today.
To accept this invitation, please complete the secure order
form below. You will be sent a prompt email with
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everything you need to access Motley Fool Share Advisor and
get started.
I with you all the very best.
Foolishly yours,
Mark Rogers,
Chief Investment Advisor, Motley Fool UK
<<Order form>>

This order form steamrollered the competition. What’s more, it ran as
the control for over a year before it was finally beaten (by me). However,
there’s nothing spectacular about this invitation. It’s really nothing more
than simple, benefit-loaded copy. All it did was take a little more time to
explain:
a. What this product provides, and
b. How it might improve the reader’s life.
Remember, your “irresistible invitation” is what your reader sees
after they click through. You should already have their attention and
interest from whatever idea you’re testing. Your invitation is all about
making your reader desire the product – and asking them to act.
It also goes without saying, your invitation should be direct copy.
You’re not taking the “Jim Rickards’ Secret Gold Script” approach. Not
yet. You just hit your reader with your main offer. You explain the
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product, delivering every reason why they should act, while overcoming
any possible objections. Here’s a basic template of what you might write
– in order:
• Open with your invitation. No clever indirect messages. Just
spell it out, so they know exactly what you’re offering.
• Ask them to take action. There’ll always be someone ready to
act now, so let them.
• Use a photo near the top. People like dealing with people, so
choose someone to represent the face of your message.
• Include a photo caption. Use it to hit readers with your biggest
benefit or track record claim. Captions get the second-highest
readership after headlines, so use this space wisely.
• Open your body copy by getting the reader on your side. You
can do this by saying something empathetic, with flattery, or
suggesting they’re part of a special group.
• Use a few bullets to tell them what you’re going to tell them.
• Tell them why your service is best-positioned to meet their
needs.
• Tell them what makes your service unique from the
alternatives.
• And tell them what this uniqueness has meant in terms of
results.
• Find some way to back up your claim – with testimonials or
statistics.
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• Turn to the benefits of your offer. Get them to ‘imagine’ what
life will be like after using your product/service.
• Back this up with more testimonials and proof.
• Explain everything that’s included when they accept. Mention
the smaller details you may have missed until now – like
customer support and bonus gifts. Leave nothing out.
• Break the offer down, so it seems ridiculously good value. For
example: “This works out to just £1.52 per week. That’s less than
a Sunday paper!”
• Restate your guarantee, so taking action seems like a total nobrainer. Ask them to take action.
• Tell them what you’ve told them. Summarize everything they’ll
get if they accept this offer now.
• Explain the risk of not taking action. What might happen to
them if they stay on the outside?
• Restate your track record and offer. Ask them to take action
one last time.
This direct approach makes your invitation more versatile. You have the
freedom to test any number of indirect, whacky ideas in your emails.
You can also write quick-fire promotions whenever something
unexpected happens like a devastating market crash. When your reader
sees your emails, you have the chance to get their attention and arouse
their interest. Then, once their curiosity is raging, tell them where to
find the answer. Give them the link to your invitation where they have
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to order. How do you make this happen in your email copy? Let me tell
you the most important technique I know.

Write your test emails the “Coronation Street” way
Ever since the 1960s, my grandmother has watched a soap opera called
Coronation Street. In case you don’t know, it’s all about down-to-earth
folk living in Manchester. For almost six decades now, Grandma has
been gripped, because the show’s writers exploit an unusual
phenomenon called “The Zeigarnik Effect.”
In the early 20th Century, Russian psychologist Bluma Zeigarnik
sat watching café waiters at work and noticed something strange. They
all had a much better recollection of unpaid orders. Until the customer
settles up, the bill is a continuous tension in the waiter’s mind – an open
loop. However, once the bill is paid, the waiter has almost no
recollection of the order whatsoever. The loop is closed and the mind is
finally able to rest. You can think of an open loop as an unanswered
question, an itch that needs to be scratched. If you care enough about a
subject, you need to see it through to its conclusion. Until this tension is
released, your brain is engaged, searching for closure.
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When people talk about soap opera addiction, they’ll often blame
it on “cliffhangers.” Moments before an episode ends, the viewer is hit
with a big reveal. Maybe a woman tells her husband, “the baby isn’t
yours.” Or maybe he catches her in the moment of conception. Whatever
it is, you only see the initial event. You don’t see what happens next, so
you’re lacking the full information needed to build a complete picture in
your head. This keeps the viewer tuning in from episode to episode. But
cliffhangers are only one small part of the trick.
In fact, if you watch a soap opera, be it Coronation Street or any
other, you’ll see mini-cliffhangers sprinkled all throughout the episode.
Before closing one loop, the writers will open two more. Each scene
ends with a problem, not a solution. The viewer is caught chasing a trail
of open loops. With the help of affairs, illness diagnoses, crimes,
misdemeanors, deaths and questionable paternities, Coronation Street’s
writers have kept this trail going for 60 years. In all this time, there has
never been a moment when all the questions are answered and
equilibrium is restored.
It’s the approach you must take when writing your ideas as emails
– or any copy for that matter. Feed your reader half-details throughout
your message, and keep rewarding them with payoffs to keep them
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moving forwards. Start with an open loop, but don’t satisfy this curiosity
right away. Follow it up by opening another loop. Then close the first
loop and open two more. This isn’t a strict template, but it should get
you thinking. If there’s a moment in your copy when your reader is no
longer curious, then it’s highly likely you’ll lose them.
As a quick example, let me show you some copy from our longform “Boris Ban” promotion. In a moment, I’ll talk you through the full
promotion in more depth. For now, let’s just look at the opening:

Dear Fellow Investor:
You may have seen the news when it broke.
On February 3, 2020, Boris Johnson made a startling
announcement…
…potentially accelerating a “Megatrend” market for one
little-known LSE-listed company.
Few could have predicted Bojo’s big promise.
And I’ll bet my back teeth you’ve never heard of the
company which could profit.
However, as you’ll see, this astonishing “megatrend” is
now in motion..
Savvy investors – who own the right shares today – could
potentially see mammoth gains ahead. So if you want to
know one way to start preparing, I urge you to read what
follows very carefully.
What is Boris Johnson’s ground-shifting decision?
What is the opportunity ahead?
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Well, as the BBC reported…

Do you see how open loops are used to keep the reader moving through
the copy? Questions are answered, just not one after the other. They’re
staggered, so the reader’s curiosity is never fully satisfied. There’s a
conversation happening in your reader’s mind. If you could hear this
conversation, then it might go something like this:
“Did you see this in the news?”
“What? Saw what in the news?”
“On February 3rd, Boris Johnson made a surprising
announcement.”
“February 3rd? Surprise announcement? I can’t
remember. What was it, exactly?”
“Well, I’ll tell you. Because you know, it could
accelerate a massive market for one little-known LSE-listed
stock.”
“Oh really? Well now I have to know – if there’s
money to be made, you say?”
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“Oh there’s money to be made. Trust me. Few could
have predicted this, and you know what? I doubt you’ve
ever heard of this company.”
“Well go on, then, tell me…”
Etc.
Since you don’t have the benefit of talking to your prospect this way,
you have to imagine these reactions. Imagine you’ve stopped your
prospect in the street. You have to get their attention for a second. But
they’re in a terrible hurry, glancing over your shoulders, tapping their
foot and checking their watch. This helps you figure out what to say next.
Your first line is the hardest part, but done right, makes
everything easier. If your first line is strong enough, it can get the rest of
your copy flowing. All of the other words fall into place. I’ve heard a lot
of copywriters say, “You must hit readers with your biggest benefit first.”
This tactic indeed has merit. Yes, a strong benefit is the soul of any ad,
though it still has limits. Your reader is bombarded with thousands of
so-called benefits every day – people promising to improve their lives in
some way. Instead, you should be focused on making a connection with
your reader. Ideally, one which leaves them with an “open loop,” so they
have to move on to your next line.
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One of my copywriting heroes, the late Bill Jayme, wrote – without
question – the best opening I’ve ever seen. It went like this:
Has it happened to you? It’s sure happened to me.
This line is perfect. There is literally no way to make it better.
Every word earns its place. You cannot cut it down shorter. It’s loaded
with empathy and curiosity. It’s down-to-earth, it sounds like somebody
you’d meet in the street. It forces you to read the next line, because it
creates an instant connection without giving you all the details. Yet
there’s no benefit. Not one. Only the implied benefit that this letter will
be worth your time.
When I think back to some of my top-performing ads, it has been a
similar story with the opening line. They began with empathy. People
want benefits, yes. However, above all else, they want to know your
message is relevant to their lives. They want to qualify themselves to
read on.

How to choose the right approach for your test emails
We’ve already established that money is deeply emotional. Your success
depends entirely on how you use emotion in your messaging. And there
are two components to making this work.
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The first, as I’ve mentioned, involves understanding your reader’s
current attitudes. As the markets rise and fall, investors are taken
through a cycle of powerful emotions – from greed to euphoria, to fear,
despair and rage. No matter what you sell, you must understand your
customer’s feelings, so you know how to launch your copy, and what
types of ideas might work.
One helpful tool is CNN’s “Greed/Fear” indicator. This takes a
bunch of data from the markets and tells you what the overall sentiment
seems to be, from extreme greed to extreme fear. You don’t have to
follow this indicator religiously. However, when sentiments swing to the
extremes, you’d be wise to pay attention.
In February 2020, markets had the euphoria of a Roman orgy. It
was all greed and risk-on. Stocks went up and up and up, and showed no
sign of stopping. Then came the infamous “Coronavirus Crash.” The Dow
suffered the worst point-drop in its history, and the CNN indicator
dropped all the way down to “one,” a signal that markets were at peak
fear. I remember seeing a tweet from Dan Tapiero, a portfolio manager
with decades of market experience. He said he’d never seen the CNN
indicator hit that level of fear.
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Events like the Coronavirus Crash mark a seismic shift in
sentiment. You can’t ignore these changes in your marketing. You may
need to address them – preferably sooner rather than later. And it might
be a time when otherwise good ideas don’t perform.
Once you understand your reader’s present experience, you can
start thinking about the emotions you need to arouse. What do you need
them to feel as a result of reading your copy. How can you lead them to
your solution? This mostly comes down to understanding your product
or service, and the emotional reasons for why somebody ought to buy.
Of course, people’s emotions are complicated. You can’t pack them into
neat boxes. But you find most investments broadly fit into one of four
basic appeals – depending on whether they satisfy greed or fear, and a
positive or negative outlook.
Here are some examples of which investments might fit into each
quadrant. I’ll explain them afterwards in more detail.
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1. Greed + Positive outlook: You’re appealing to your reader’s
vanity and pride. You’re getting them excited about a new
opportunity that nobody has ever heard of before. “When this
company takes off, your friends will think you’re the next Buffett!”
Tech stocks often fit these appeals, with the chance to get in “on
the ground floor.”
2. Greed + Negative outlook: In this quadrant, you’re trying to
make your reader feel a sense of outrage. Somebody, or something,
is threatening them. They want to claw back their wealth. They
may even want revenge. American newsletter marketers will
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often take a villain from the Democratic party and use them to
stoke the reader’s fury. But it’s not always so overt. Fintech
solutions are almost always designed to be “better mousetraps.”
They do something to make the prospect’s finances faster, easier
or cheaper to manage. There is the subtle implication that they
can get revenge on the financial establishment. The veterinary
practice letter I showed you earlier did this successfully.
3. Fear + Positive outlook: You’re instilling your reader with
“FOMO” – the fear of missing out. This approach usually works
best for “under-the-radar” investments – penny stocks or
accredited investor opportunities. Something big is happening,
“but you must act now.”
4. Fear + Negative outlook: This category is for investments with a
doom-and-gloom appeal. “The sky is falling.” “The financial system
is about to collapse.” “Save yourself!” Anything gold-related usually
fits this appeal, especially if you’re talking about gold bullion. This
category is for investments that give your reader an escape.

Obviously, these examples are generalizations. You could have a tech
stock that helps investors get revenge on a loathed enemy. You could
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have a gold investment that appeals to pure greed. You’re also unlikely
to use just one of these appeals in your copy. For instance, most
investments usually have a reason to act now, and you’d be wise to
highlight this to your reader, so they feel a sense of FOMO. However, the
chart helps you think about your business, and the primary emotion
behind why somebody would want to buy from you. This acts as a
roadmap, helping you decide which ideas are most relevant to you. It
also helps you understand which objections you’ll need to overcome in
your copy.
Going back to the Coronavirus Crash, this posed a big challenge
for Motley Fool UK. Their service is geared towards long-term investing
and a cheerful outlook. They preach the importance of keeping a level
head, avoiding the emotional extremes of the market. They would never
run an apocalyptic “End of the World” style promotion, because it
wouldn't fit their brand.
So how should Motley Fool communicate when it seems the world
really is ending? When markets are imploding and everyone is running
for the hills? I wrote a new irresistible invitation which began like so:
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“Want more shares this year, but too afraid to start? Here’s
something that could help you through these uncertain
times”…

Your Invitation to Join Motley Fool’s
Premium Share-Tipping Service – Now At
a £70 Saving
Please R.S.V.P. today: Complete this short, secure order
form to accept your 12-month Share Advisor membership.
<< Image: Mark Rogers >>
<< Caption: “Now, with the UK
markets well below recent highs, I
think
your
Share
Advisor
membership could reveal some
excellent new opportunities.” >>

Dear Investor:
How can it be?
Even now, with everything that’s happening, the average
Share Advisor pick is up 22%.
Well I’ll explain my theory in just a moment – because I
believe it’s of critical importance to you.
Now, more than ever, your decisions could have a startling
impact on your savings. And I want to make sure you’re
fully-informed, so you hopefully come out of this disaster
on top.
Of course, that is no mean feat!
What with most of the economy locked
down…The FTSE-100 recently plunging to an 8year
low…Government
deficits
exploding…While the Bank of England prints
cash into oblivion…
…Knowing where to park your nest-egg has never been
more difficult.
It’s no wonder, since the “coronavirus crash” 1,700+ new
Fools joined Share Advisor.
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I would love for you to join them today. To see for yourself
what an extraordinary difference this could have on your
finances.
So I’m making you an offer which is, frankly, a nobrainer…

This new intro empathized with the reader’s fears, but lead them
towards Motley Fool’s more greed-based offer. It worked. To tell you the
truth, at the coronavirus outbreak, I didn’t have much hope for our sales.
My aim was to help keep the lights on. I could never have guessed what
would happen next. Not only did this page beat my previous control, it
also pulled in a record number of new subscribers.
This opening also proves that you don’t need sensationalism to
pack an emotional punch. If you’re selling pension funds or brokerage
accounts, your brand might have a more subdued, professional tone.
You wouldn’t run crazy tabloid style copy like some newsletter
publishers. That's fine. You can still write calm, measured copy that
targets the reader’s emotions. Above all, you’re aiming to make your
copy flow, from one sentence to the next, so your reader stays with you
to the end.

A “home-run” test email that knocked it out the park
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When writing emails for Motley Fool, my ideas usually come from the
stocks themselves – fascinating and little-known details which the wider
market may have overlooked. “Bill Gates’ Garbage Stock” was one such
example. I’ve also written emails about “The UK’s Silicon Valley,” “GoldBelt Land” and Britain’s “Dividend Trap” stocks. These test emails
almost always perform well. You get answers and money, which is not at
all undesirable. Then, once in a while, you’ll test an idea that doesn’t just
beat your previous efforts, it pulverizes them into the mud. This is when
you know you’ve struck gold.
I’ll give you one standout example, and honestly, this surprised me.
On the surface, the stock in question was beyond boring. It was a
Lancashire plastics manufacturer, specializing in a type of polymer
called PEEK. What made this company interesting, however, was the
types of markets it was targeting. All of its energy was focused on, what
it called, “Megatrend” industries. These were markets where it expected
annual revenues to hit £50million+. One of these markets happened to
be low-emission vehicles. It had developed new automotive components,
stronger and lighter than most metals currently in use. And, as luck
would have it, Prime Minister Boris Johnson had recently made an
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announcement impacting this very market. This gave me an idea. Here’s
the email in full:

Subject: One LSE-listed company that could profit from
Boris’ ban
Eyebrow: Even if I’m wrong, the potential here is huge…
Dear Fellow Investor:
Boris Johnson recently announced a ban on new petrol cars
after 2035…
…And that could be good news for one LSE-listed stock.
A little-known company manufacturing gears made from a
remarkable metal-replacement that’s 70% lighter than steel.
One major European car company is already using them in
low-emission vehicles.
While the media raves about Tesla – and other such stocks –
this company is quietly working on TEN new development
programmes.
And cars offer just one small piece of this opportunity.
You will also find their components inside:
ü Apple iPhones
ü The latest generation, low-emission passenger jets
ü New, light-weight knee replacements – tapping into
a growing $6billion market as the western
population ages.
Hopefully you can see why our analysts have added this
stock to their growth picks.
While I’m never one for hype, I can’t help but get excited.
Quite simply, we believe the long-term potential here is
undeniable.
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And please do not mistake this for another cash-poor, debtloaded startup hemorrhaging millions.
This company has over a 2-decade-long history of growing
profits.
Its margins are a delight – often in excess of FORTY
PERCENT.
You even get a modest dividend from its £72.5million cash
pile.
Just don’t expect to hear about this company elsewhere.
It is, we estimate, one of the most under-the-radar
opportunities on the entire Foolish scorecard.
Your best way to get the full details is to join Share Advisor
now – and pay just £69 for your first 12 months.
<<Button: Yes, I’m ready to join Share Advisor now at
an £80 saving. >>
After your first year, your membership renews at the
standard 1-year list price of £149 – so you can see what an
amazing deal this is.
The moment you join you’ll be directly linked to our
detailed analysis on this company. You’re shown all of the
opportunities and risks. What’s more, you get regular
updates – with suggestions on what to do next.
You even get a 30-day subscription refund guarantee.
This gives you plenty of time to decide if Share Advisor is for
you.
If you’re seeking new shares for your portfolio, you cannot
justify missing this.
There’s no good reason to delay.
<<Button: Yes, I’m ready to join Share Advisor now at
an £80 saving. >>
To your wealth,
Chris Nials,
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Chief Publisher, Motley Fool UK

This “Boris Ban” email took less than two hours to write. It linked
readers to the same “irresistible invitation” I showed you earlier. For
whatever reason, this email crushed it, and I do mean crushed it. Sales
were around six times what we’d normally expect. I wrote to the
marketing director right away: “We must turn this into a full-blown
campaign.”
“Not yet,” he replied. “I want to test it again to make sure it wasn’t
a fluke.”
He tested it again.
It happened again.
Another bucket-load of new orders.
We knew this “Boris Ban” was a valuable idea worth mining. We
knew we had struck gold. When this happens, your next step is to build
your mine. To dig as much gold as you can out of the ground at once. In
the next chapter, I’ll explain how we transformed this email and order
form into a new breakthrough campaign.
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Mining
Once you’ve struck gold in your test, you have all the basic elements of a
successful campaign. You know your idea works. You already have a
structured message, taking your reader from attention through to action.
Most of your sales message has already passed through compliance. You
can launch in record time.
Theoretically, you could copy/paste your winning email over your
irresistible invitation. This alone would give you a new long-form sales
letter that’s extremely likely to succeed. At the very least, these two
pieces of copy should serve as a template. You shouldn’t have too much
trouble reusing this old material, filling in the blanks, and producing a
long-copy promotion that works.
You know your headline works, because it got plenty of clicks
when you ran it as an email subject line. Why not reuse it?

One LSE-Listed Stock That Could Profit
From Boris’ Ban
You could then add a topline and subhead based on what you know
about the prospect. Like so:
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Are you looking for new shares this year? Here’s a British
“Megatrend” stock I think you must see now…

One LSE-Listed Company That Could
Profit From Boris’ Ban
And if you think Britain “doesn’t make stuff anymore,”
prepare to be amazed…

From here, you can launch with your winning email’s opening, or
something very similar.
Your winning email also informs your new offer. In this particular
campaign, our main offer was a free report called, “Britain’s
‘Megatrend’ Manufacturer: One LSE-Listed Company That Could
Profit From Boris’ Ban.” In order to get this free report, the reader had
to accept a trial subscription to Motley Fool Share Advisor. This is where
the copy became dead easy to write, because we already had our
irresistible invitation which did the job.
To show you just how simple this is, I’ve reproduced the entire
4,500-word promotion below. Please don’t think I’ve done this to pad
out the book. (I loathe padding as much as the next reader.) I’m doing
this to show you the entire promotion, so you can see which elements
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were re-used, where new details were added, and how the copy was
structured. Here’s the “Boris Ban” promotion in full:

Are you looking for new shares this year? Here’s a British
“Megatrend” stock I think you must see now…

One LSE-Listed Company That Could
Profit From Boris’ Ban
And if you think Britain “doesn’t make stuff anymore,”
prepare to be amazed…
Dear Fellow Investor:
You may have seen the news when it broke.
One February 3, 2020, Boris Johnson made a startling
announcement…
…potentially accelerating a “Megatrend” market for
one little-known LSE-listed company.
Few could have predicted BoJo’s big promise.
And I’ll bet my back teeth you’ve never heard of the
company which could profit.
However, as you’ll see, this astonishing “megatrend” is
now in motion.
Savvy investors – who own the right shares today –
could potentially see mammoth gains ahead. So if you
want to know one way to start preparing, I urge you
to read what follows very carefully.
What is Boris Johnson’s ground-shifting decision?
What is the opportunity ahead?
Well, as the BBC reported:
“Petrol and Diesel Car Sales Ban Brought Forward to 2035”
- BBC News, 04/02/2020
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Now I know what you might be thinking…
“2035? That’s a long way off.”
But consider how much early planning is needed for this to
happen.
Whether you voted for him or not, you cannot deny
that Boris’ plan is ambitious. Abolishing petrol cars
demands changes which are – frankly – staggering.
And I’m not just talking about infrastructure…
Electric vehicles also need dramatic improvements under the
bonnet.
Did you know an electric motor setup is almost 125%
heavier than an ordinary combustion engine?
All that extra weight is costly.
It means poorer performance.
Less range.
It’s why the power generation industry magazine Power
Engineering International has observed…
“EV manufacturers are driving demand for any material
that can reduce the weight of their cars.”
Which brings me to this under-the-radar company I’d like
to share with you today.
First, let me be clear…
This is NOT another sexy Silicon Valley startup losing
millions.
It’s a £1.8billion British company – already making parts for
the likes of Boeing, Airbus, Apple iPhones…
…Not to mention a major European car manufacturer.
It has sales to match – with 2019 turnover hitting
£294,000,000!
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And, as impressive as this sounds, I think its past
performance could possibly pale compared to what might
lie ahead.
Why?
The Secret Exists in This Unique Chemical Code
<< Chemical formula image >>
Inside this formula is an extraordinary “Metal Replacement”
material.
One which this company is using to make parts for many of
today’s low-emission vehicles.
While the media raves about Tesla – and other such stocks –
it’s quietly building a fortress of new patents.
And it’s using this advantage to profit from – what it calls –
“Megatrend” industries. 3D printing, medical implants,
low-emission airliners, dentistry, semiconductors and
energy – just to name a few!
Now, Boris’ ban
development…

could

be

another

“megatrend”

…And I think its impact could be colossal.
As you can well appreciate, car parts are typically made
from metal, because lighter materials are too weak.
You can’t easily make cars lighter without sacrificing safety
and reliability. This has been a big problem for
manufacturers…
…Until now.
Because thanks to this company’s “Metal Replacement,” it’s
now making car parts which are not only stronger…
…They are also 70% lighter!
Here’s how one of these “Metal Replacement” materials
stacks up against alternatives in a strength test…
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It can be used to build brackets, bearing cages, fixings –
almost any component you can imagine.
It lasts longer, too.
A recent study found this “Metal Replacement” maintains
its strength after 5000 hours of strain.
This makes it ideal for automotive components – like gears
and other moving parts. It might be why 500million
applications are already on the road today.
Now, it’s working on TEN new development programmes.
And cars are only one small piece of this opportunity.
Because, as I’ve also mentioned…
This Company Has a Growing List of “Mega-Trend”
Industries in its Sights
These are markets where it expects annual revenues to hit
£50million+.
Airbus is just one company working in partnership to
develop new prototype parts.
It’s aiming to transform how airliners are made – from seat
brackets, all the way up to the wings and fuselage!
And I’ll say it again…
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This remarkable company is based right here in Great
Britain.
Hopefully you can see why I rate this a strong “Buy.” While
I’m never one for hype, I cannot help but get excited.
Even if I’m wrong about Boris’ ban, the potential here is
undeniable.
Personally, I think this could ignite a new “golden age” in
British manufacturing.
In fact, I still haven’t even scratched the surface of what’s
possible…
You see, not only is this “Metal Replacement” stronger and
lighter…
…It’s also CHEAPER to produce.
Yes, this company enjoys 40+% operating margins, with a
20% return-on-equity (ROE).
As stock market analysis company Simply Wall Street
mentioned…
“On comparing with the average industry ROE of 11% the
company’s ROE looks pretty remarkable.”
- Simply Wall Street (01/05/2020)
Quite simply, if you’re adding new shares to your ISA, this
is one I think you really need to consider.
Everything you must know is covered in your FREE
report: “Britain’s ‘Mega-Trend’ Manufacturer: One
LSE-Listed Stock That Could Profit From Boris’ Ban.”
I’ll explain how you can get this in just one moment.
First, allow me to briefly introduce myself…
…and tell you what led our team to this amazing discovery.
My name is Mark Rogers.
<< Mark Rogers Image >>
I’m the Chief Investment Advisor at Motley Fool UK.
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And I run Share Advisor, the premium share-tipping service
to help you make informed decisions with your savings.
You don’t need me to tell you, recent months have been
stressful for prudent savers.
What with most of the economy limping from
“lockdown”…the FTSE-100 recently plunging to an 8year low…Government deficits exploding…while the
Bank of England prints cash into oblivion…
…Knowing where to park your nest-egg has never been
more difficult.
It’s why I’m so grateful that 18,000+ UK investors trust
Share Advisor’s expert guidance.
You see, we are long-term investors here at Motley Fool. In a
nutshell, that means…
•
•
•

We don’t take cavalier bets on unproven ‘Penny
Stocks.’
We don’t get upset over short-term price swings.
And we definitely don’t bombard you with
unproven claims and hype.

This is your nest-egg we’re talking about.
It is hard-earned and shouldn’t be toyed with.
So every recommendation you get inside Share Advisor is
given to you with the understanding that you’ll buy and
HOLD. Our aim is to get you buying what we believe are
top-quality companies that have the potential to
dramatically improve your financial standing over time.
Many of our picks are still being held after 8+ years.
Including…
•
•
•

Britvic – up +229.9%
Homeserve – up +541.9%
Renishaw – up +191.2%

Of course, these are some of our top performing
recommendations, shown to illustrate the very best
potential returns. Not all of our selections have performed
so well, and some have fallen in value.
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However, our average pick has delivered a 23.6% return –
much higher than you can expect from any savings account
nowadays…
…And I Believe This “Megatrend” Stock Could
Potentially Do Even Better
Think about Tesla (undoubtedly the most famous Electric
Vehicle stock).
In the 7 years between 22/02/2013 and 21/02/2020, Tesla’s
share price surged 2,395% - handing early investors a
potential fortune.

You can see why its amongst the most well-reported
companies in the financial media.
Each £1,000 invested could have returned you £23,000+.
Yet this is often how new trends emerge.
One hot stock wins all the praise and attention. Investors
pile in.
Then, as time passes, the opportunity matures.
That’s when I expect more investors to start asking new
questions about electric vehicles.
(Perhaps questions like, “What’s under the bonnet?”)
Over the medium term, this company expects demand from
car manufacturers to increase 50%. And it sees long-term
demand exploding at least 10X!
What I love most about this “Megatrend” company is –
unlike Tesla – it’s already highly profitable.
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You can wait for the crowd to catch on.
In its recent interim results, this company reported
£53.7million of cash generated from operations.
In 2014, it had so much cash, the board decided to pay a
special dividend.
And, as I’ve said, this goes way beyond low-emission cars.
To give you another quick example…
Last year, this company saw double-digit sales growth for
spinal implant products. It has already sold some 9+ million
implant devices.
A new patient is treated with this material every 35
seconds!
“My observation is that the patients seem to be getting
better faster…” said Dr. Donaldson, a surgeon who
uses this company’s implants. “…Patients at six weeks
walk in and for most of them you cannot tell they have had
surgery.”
That’s because these implants have properties similar to
bone. Tests reveal they have better-than 75% direct bone
contact after 4 short weeks.
Of course, medical products are intensely regulated.
Breaking into this market is far from easy.
Now, I think this could prove a huge competitive strength.
As western populations get older, I’m expecting this sector
to offer even more growth in the years ahead. And I think
rival companies will have a hard time catching up.
But what do you think?
If you agree, that this could be the most exciting
development in British industry for decades, than I’d hate
for you to miss out.
So I want to get this research in your hands today – bringing
you fully up to speed with all the opportunities and risks.
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Here’s what I propose…
…Let Me Send You a FREE Copy of This Research Report:

“Britain’s ‘Mega-trend’ Manufacturer: One
LSE-Listed Stock That Could Profit From
Boris’ Ban.”
All I ask in return is you do me one small favour…
Accept this invitation to join Share Advisor today – at a
£70 saving off your first year.
If you don't like it, not to worry. You can cancel within 30
days for a full subscription-fee refund.
You can even keep this premium research, plus a heap of
extra investment goodies, whether you stay or leave.
Please complete the short, secure order form to accept and
explore everything inside Share Advisor.
<<Buy Button: Yes, I’m ready to join Share Advisor now –
at a huge saving – with a 30-day subscription refund
guarantee. >>
Or, if you’re still unsure, read on.
Let me explain everything you get when you join our
18,000+ UK members.
You see, I’m not one to make assumptions.
But the fact you’re still reading this page suggests you’re
different to most people.
You know your investments could work harder.
That time wasted is often money lost.
You’re ready to try and take better control of your finances.
And you know the sooner you do this effectively, the better
off you could be.
In my opinion, the best way for you to try and get a decent
return might be in the stock market.
And that’s exactly what Share Advisor helps you do.
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Right now, our share picks have outperformed the
S&P UK Broad Index by 14.7%, with an average 23.6%
return.
I’ve put together a terrific team of experts who do all the
hard work for you.
Every month, they present you with their two most
promising picks; one growth stock and one income stock,
picked from either the UK or the US market.
You are handed a detailed report of their findings – with
commentary on all the opportunities and risks. And they
reveal why they believe these picks have the potential to
grow your wealth over the long term.
<<Buy Button: Yes, I’m ready to join Share Advisor now –
at a huge saving – with a 30-day subscription refund
guarantee. >>
Your Foolish analysts never stop scouring the markets for
potential bargains. Overlooked opportunities that outsiders
may have missed:
Forward-thinking plans in commercial real-estate…Green
energy – and how best to play it?...Dramatic changes in
retail…
...These are just some of the extraordinary new
developments which have led our analysts to issue ‘Buy’
recommendations.
Today Might Be Scary, But Tomorrow Looks Downright
Exciting
Your Share Advisor membership gives you the chance to
play your part.
Imagine seeing a small handful of these companies quietly
fill your retirement account or ISA…
How much faster could you start doing whatever you
want…whenever you want…now that you’re beginning to
take more control over your money?
Well that’s not all…
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As a Share Advisor member, you are also updated on any
important news as it happens. This lands straight in your
inbox – with quick-fire suggestions on what to do next.
All the information you need is distilled into a few short
paragraphs.
Should the moment strike, we’ll even tell you when we
advise selling. This has helped our investors secure up to
triple-digit returns on some of our best-performing
recommendations. Again, these returns are not
representative, and not all picks have been so successful.
Some have fallen in value.
But as I also said, overall we are beating the wider market.
And I believe these timely updates could be critical to your
success.
Especially now.
Because they don’t just save you time…
When the markets get whipped into another panic or frenzy,
I think these updates can provide a steadying hand, and
help make you a calmer investor.
<<Buy Button: Yes, I’m ready to join Share Advisor now –
at a huge saving – with a 30-day subscription refund
guarantee. >>
Nothing is hidden from you, either.
You’re Shown the Full Scorecard or Previous Picks…
…Every buy, hold and sell recommendation since Share
Advisor began in 2012…The winners and losers…
…Plus those stocks which we still think you should BUY.
Hopefully, you can see why so many long-term investors
are chuffed to bits with Share Advisor. And why they say
things like this:
<< 3 Testimonials >>
Now, whatever your position, I believe Share Advisor can
help you do the same.
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And I want to help you get started today.
So the moment you join, you also gain instant access to…
Your Shortlist of ‘5 Starter Stocks’ to Buy and Hold Today
All of these are simple, easy-to-understand businesses –
typically with:
ü
ü
ü
ü

A long, impressive track record;
A dominant market position;
A strong management team and company culture;
Strong numbers to hopefully withstand any
volatility in the wider market.

We think these stocks could be ideal for getting your new
portfolio launched.
To perhaps give you a more solid foundation from the start.
And even if you currently own shares, we think you should
strongly consider adding these to your portfolio. Because I
believe my research shows that they are strong, highquality companies.
You could potentially leave these humming along in your
ISA while the markets move up and down.
As this subscriber will tell you, delaying could be a decision
you “seriously regret”:
<< Testimonial >>
Just the dividends alone from some of our income picks
could potentially recoup your membership.
Not to get ahead of ourselves…
This is the stock market, and there are no absolute
guarantees. That’s why I’m careful to explain every risk and
opportunity to you in detail. This makes it easier for you to
pick the right stocks based on your circumstances.
<<Buy Button: Yes, I’m ready to join Share Advisor now –
at a huge saving – with a 30-day subscription refund
guarantee. >>
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What’s more, you are welcome to post any questions or
comments…
I promise to get back to you as quickly as possible.
For instance, here’s a detailed answer I gave to a subscriber
about one of our growth picks.

Out of respect for the member’s privacy, I had to redact
some of this message. But hopefully it illustrates an
important point.
You see, whilst we cannot always reply in such depth,
you’re not left along with our stock recommendations. You
have online access to our analysts who write the research.
Of course, I’m horrendously biased, but I believe there’s no
better time to get this expert guidance on your side.
Not only do you get: “Britain’s ‘Mega-Trend’
Manufacturer: One LSE-Listed Company That Could
Profit From Boris’ Ban”…
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…Your invitation entitles you to a full 12 months of Share
Advisor membership at a 47% discount – a saving worth
£70!
Afterwards, your subscription will renew annually at our
standard 1-year rate of £149 per year, so you can see what a
fantastic deal you’re getting here.
<<Buy Button: Yes, I’m ready to join Share Advisor now –
at a huge saving – with a 30-day subscription refund
guarantee. >>
And please, let me make this abundantly clear to you…
Your Share Advisor Membership is Covered by a 30-Day
Subscription Refund Guarantee
I want to remove as many risks as I possibly can from your
decision.
Simple complete this easy-fill payment form to start your
subscription now.
Peek behind the curtain and explore everything I’ve
promised you in this invitation.
You can even follow the same research now being used by
18,000+ Share Advisor members to potentially grow your
wealth. Meanwhile, you’re under no obligation whatsoever.
If, within 30 days, you decide Share Advisor is not for you,
just send a quick email to our support team at
CustomerServices@Fool.co.uk.
You will be issued a full and prompt refund of your
subscription fee, no questions asked.
You can cancel your subscription for any reason, or no
reason at all.
Whatever you decide, you get to keep “Britain’s
‘Mega-Trend’ Manufacturer: One LSE-Listed Stock
That Could Profit From Boris’ Ban.”
And to make your decision even easier, here’s something
extra for you…
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Another Bundle of FREE Investing Reports to Download
and Keep…
…Again, these are yours – with our compliments – whether
you stay with Share Advisor or not!
<< Image of investing reports >>
Think of these as a ‘thank you’ gift for trying our marketbeating service today.
Your free reports include:
ü Shares 2020 – 5 Top Stocks for the Year Ahead: This
is the 11th volume of our hugely popular annual
Shares report series, written late last year. Veteran
Motley Fool investment writer, Malcolm Wheatley
highlights the 5 companies that he believes could be
superb buy-and-hold opportunities for the years to
come.
ü Motley Fool’s Brexit Playbook: reveals all the
possible ways to try and help protect yourself – and
perhaps even profit – during Brexit’s uncertainties.
We reveal how the various possible Brexit scenarios
could impact upon each industry, and which
companies to consider buying. Brexit will surely go
down as one of the great political shifts of this
century, making this report an essential read.
ü The A.I. Dossier – The British Investor’s Guide to
the Coming Artificial Intelligence Boom: once the
stuff of science fiction, A.I. is now an absolute reality.
And it could easily become the largest technological
jump in human history – adding an estimated
$15.7Trillion to the global economy. This 14-page
dossier reveals 3 specific ways you can aim to
position yourself to profit from this coming
boom…plus the 3 US stocks we think you should
buy.
ü The ‘Star-Spangled’ Selection – 3 of Our Favourite
US Stocks for Share Advisor: to celebrate the launch
of US recommendations within Share Advisor, our ace
analyst team have highlighted three of their
favourite US-listed shares that they feel could make
worthy additions to your investment portfolio.
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ü Double Report Bonus! – 6 Danger Signs You Can
Check in 15 Minutes, PLUS… When to Sell Your
Shares: if you already own shares in any company,
you will want to run these quick-fire checks now.
Most investors I meet have missed at least one of
these warning signs…yet they can show you which
companies are deteriorating before the markets get
wise.
ü The Fool’s Guide to Investing With Funds: Funds
can offer you a relatively cheap, easy way to get
broad exposure to the stock market…or they can
burden you with poor performance and crippling
annual fees. This guide helps you make a more
informed decision before you click ‘buy.’
<<Buy Button: Yes, I’m ready to join Share Advisor now –
at a huge saving – with a 30-day subscription refund
guarantee. >>
Right now, you get a £70 saving off your first 12 months
of membership
That’s a full 47% discount off the annual list price of £149.
For a mere £79, you get instant access to all of the following:
•

“Britain’s ‘Mega-Trend’ Manufacturer: One LSEListed Stock That Could Profit From Boris’ Ban”

•

Your monthly income and growth stock
suggestions – picked from either the UK or US
markets – with commentary on all the opportunities
and risks. These make it easier to buy shares based
on your own situation and risk-tolerance. And if you
have any questions, you are more than welcome to
ask our analysts via our dedicated members-only
website (although please note, we cannot give any
personal advice).

•

Your stock email updates – these keep you informed
about any important changes to our stock
recommendations. We hope you can use these
updates to make quicker, calmer decisions within
your portfolio – without falling victim to the usual
media noise.
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•

Your 5 Starter Stocks – these are the ‘foundation
stone’ companies that we believe you really should
consider holding within your portfolio…even if you
currently own other shares.

•

Your 6 ‘Best Buys Now’ Stocks – every month, our
analyst team highlights for you where they believe
the best opportunities on the Share Advisor scorecard
are right now – making it easy to decide where to
put your money to work.

•

Your bundle of FREE investing reports to
download and keep – whether you stay with Share
Advisor or not. These can help you prepare for more
of the uncertainties ahead.

•

Your 30-day subscription refund guarantee – if you
are not thrilled with everything you see inside Share
Advisor, simply write a quick message to our support
team for a full refund of your membership fee. No
questions asked.

Do you have any savings which could be working harder
right now?
If so, please accept this invitation.
You can leave your money in a savings account, accepting
any paltry interest-rate your bank throw at you.
You can hold cash and risk the Bank of England destroying
its value through inflation.
Or you can take control of your finances for yourself.
Of course, shares are riskier than cash. However, with Share
Advisor at your side, I believe they can offer you one of the
best ways to get a handsome return on your savings.
Especially now, with the broader UK market so far off its recent
highs.
You can stop relying on banks, ‘experts’ and institutions.
You can join the 18,000+ Fools with access to the service
that has beaten the S&P UK Broad Market Index by an
average 14.7%.
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I hope you decide to take control and save yourself £70 off
the usual 12-month list price of £149 today, for your first
year of service.
To accept your invitation, please complete the secure order
form below. You will be sent a prompt email with
everything you need to access Motley Fool Share Advisor and
get started.
I wish you all the very best.
Foolishly yours,
Mark Rogers,
Chief Investment Advisor,
Motley Fool UK

This promotion took about a week to write and was ready to run within
a fortnight. For a thoroughly-researched long-form promotion, that is
pretty quick. And it’s now being used to haul in new business from all
over the internet, collecting leads and sales. I’ll show you how in just a
moment. First, let’s cover what’s new in this copy…

What big changes does your new promotion need?
As you read the “Boris Ban” copy, you can see how it’s more detailed
than the original email. New research was added. It covers the medical
opportunities behind this “Megatrend” stock. It discusses the “metal
replacement” material in greater depth, comparing it to alternatives. It
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also brings up Tesla, demonstrating this sector’s extreme levels of
investor interest.
All of this extra information helps paint a clear picture in the
reader’s mind. You want to make your opportunity sound like an
absolute sure-winner, without giving away the big secret. You can’t say
outright, “This is a sure thing.” Not if you want to avoid the courts. But
you must get your readers thinking this for themselves. You achieve this
with piles of research and examples, and an infectious tone-of-voice, so
loaded with energy and belief, they cannot help but get excited.
If you think this sounds like manipulation, then you’d be right.
Though it’s not necessarily unethical. This is where your own investing
principles come into play. Hand on heart, I have never written about a
stock that I either don’t own or haven’t seriously considered buying. I
don’t own this particular “Megatrend” stock, because I can’t hold it in
my Canadian tax-free account. (And with every cell of my being, I detest
paying taxes.) However, I did mention this stock to my own mother. I
know at least one Motley Fool analyst had invested with their own
savings too. You see, if you believe in a solution, then manipulation is a
good thing. Your persuasion could be helping somebody make a better
decision with their money. When it’s done right, marketing is nothing
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more than being helpful. It’s a noble profession. You should be proud.
Your copy also gives your prospect detailed research. Readers know
you’re not allowed to lie, so you can use facts to make them feel secure
in their decisions.
Of course, you could do all of this extra research at the beginning.
During the testing stage, you could write emails and advertorials which
are loaded with facts and figures. If you did this, you’d write your
winning promotion even faster. However, I’d rather save time in the
testing stage. With a few interesting facts, you can write quick test
emails which get your reader’s attention and interest. You can hammer
through piles of new ideas, without the burden of deep research and
compliance. You’re not stressed and rushed. You can wait until you find
an appeal that hauls in new customers like a trawler net. Afterwards,
when you do your deep research, you know your time isn’t being wasted.
Every new detail you discover is linked to your winning promotion and
could get you another bunch of sales.
Aside from the added research, you may have also noticed a few
differences with the structure. This promotion opens with the big story
and why this stock looks so promising. It then introduces the expert and
uses snippets of proof-building copy from the irresistible invitation.
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Afterwards, it says something to the effect of, “But I think this
‘Megatrend’ stock looks even better.” It talks more about the company in
question before explaining how to get your hands on this research
which, naturally, involves subscribing to Share Advisor.
This setup is more of a creative decision. It’s something you’ll
have a feel for based on what you’re trying to sell. What I will say is this:
it’s generally a good idea to at least hint your offer to the reader early.
Moreover, if you’re taking the direct approach, you should try to
mention your offer in the first few paragraphs. As my mentor Drayton
Bird said: “There’s always someone who’s ready to buy now, so why
make them wait?”
With indirect financial copy, this isn’t always possible. You must
sell your reader on the investment before you sell them on your product.
That’s why I mention the free report relatively early, without asking for
action. When you do this, you are, in a sense, pre-selling your reader. As
they read through the rest of your sales message, they at least know a
report is part of the deal, and they know some of the key benefits to
joining Share Advisor before being shown what to do.

Why write these long-form, indirect promotions?
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You can get plenty of sales in the test stage - sending teaser emails that
link to an irresistible invitation. Why not keep doing that? Why bother
turning your best emails into new long-form promotions? It’s a good
question. I’ll answer it with another question. When you know you’ve hit
gold, why turn around and look elsewhere? Why not stake your claim and
dig up every possible ounce?
The main benefit to this sort of promotion is the versatility. You
can use it to get sales and leads, and collect customers from places you’d
otherwise miss. You’re getting maximum value from your winning idea.
Although its main purpose is to sell, these long, detailed promotions are
loaded with valuable information. This means you can offer them as lead
magnets. You could write a squeeze page to collect new email addresses,
like so:

Did Boris Give This Stock a £50million+
Boost?
On February 3, 2020, Boris Johnson made a surprise
announcement…
…potentially helping to grow one little-known British
company’s revenues by an expected £50million+.
You probably saw this announcement in the news. But we
bet you’ve never heard of the company which could profit.
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Enter your email below to get the full details – while you
still have time.

You can paste this copy under your free articles and other content. Or
you could write a series of advertorials which you promote with display
ads on other websites. Follow each article with this short request to optin. Those who accept are taken straight to your promotion. Some will
subscribe. Others won’t. Either way, the instant sales make it easier to
budget your advertising and expand.
Another benefit is being able to vary your messaging to your
existing leads. You could take that same short copy I just showed you,
and recycle it into a space ad. These adverts are easy to write, typically
under 100 words. There’s no research involved. You pull details from
the main promotion, using them to tease the reader. You can insert
these ads into your emails.
Not every email you send has to sell. You may want to inform or
entertain your reader. Motley Fool UK does this with a weekly email
roundup of its most popular articles. Readers also get op-ed columns
from some of the top analysts. By sneaking these short ads in amongst
your helpful content, you pick up extra sales. This lowers your customer
acquisition costs.
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This loosely follows a favourite technique from the late marketing
genius Gary Halbert. Most of Halbert’s career was spent writing print
ads and direct mail. He argued that prospects would always make quickfire judgments before considering a piece of mail, deciding whether to
put your message in the ‘A-pile’ or ‘B-pile.’ The A-pile gets read and
dealt with immediately. The B-pile gets put off for later, which is to say
it never gets read at all. Your first job as a copywriter is to get your
message onto the A-pile.
Halbert did this by sending stamped envelopes which appeared to
be handwritten, as if they were mailed personally from someone the
reader knew. If possible, he’d make his newspaper ads look like the
editorial articles, even using the same typefaces and layouts. Halbert
wasn’t trying to make his motivations completely invisible. His aim was
to buy enough time for you to consider the ad, and after discovering it’s
a promotion, continue reading.
I’m sure that you, like me, use the ‘A-pile/B-pile’ when checking
your email. When you’re busy, blatant sales pitches are ruthlessly
deleted. However, you may well open an email from somebody you like,
especially if they’re known to reward you with interesting ideas. My
personal favourite is Doug Casey. I never delete his opinionated
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columns and I always read with relish. When you insert your banner ad
in amongst this content, you are piggy-backing off the attention which
has already been won. You are on the A-pile, and if your reader likes
your ad, they may well click through and buy.

How to multiply your gold score
Your existing customers are three-to-eight times more likely to buy
from you than a cold prospect. And they’re more likely to buy than
somebody who sits on your email list without ever opening their wallet.
Previous customers represent the lowest hanging fruit. They open more
of your mail, give your messages more of their attention, and are more
likely to act on your suggestions. Whenever your “gold standard”
promotion makes a sale, you have the opportunity to multiply your
average order size.
Don’t squander this astonishing value. Use it to your advantage.
When somebody buys from you, ask them straight away if they’d like to
buy something else. At Motley Fool UK, we upsell buyers to the Hidden
Winners newsletter. This share-tipping service specialises in small-mid
cap companies. Naturally, not everyone accepts the offer below, but a
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decent percentage do. This raises the average customer’s lifetime value.
Here’s the promotion:

Thank you: your Share Advisor order is being processed.
Now, while you wait, let me show you…

How to Find “Hidden Winners” On the UK
Stock Market in Under 20 Minutes Per
Month
Dear Investor:
Thank you for joining Share Advisor and welcome.
By enlisting today as a fully-fledged “Fool,” you have
joined a small club of self-reliant, independent thinkers.
You now have everything you need to make informed
decisions with your savings.
Your Share Advisor welcome email should land in your
inbox any moment, and I can’t wait to see you on the inside.
In fact, while your order is being processed, I have quick
secret to share with you.
It’s a remarkable investing method. One which has beaten
the broader UK market by an incredible 564%.

Admittedly, what I’m about to reveal isn’t for everyone.
However…
…If this matches your personality, I’ve every confidence it
could land you some impressive returns. Let me explain:
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You’ve no doubt heard the old remark: “Once you read about
an investment, you’re too late.”
This is often absolutely true.
Hedge funds and Square Mile Institutions have armies of
Oxbridge analysts.
Some of them are paid 7-figures+ to scour the markets like
hawks.
Amazingly, some even have A.I. machines – with the power
to assess, buy and sell shares before you or I could even
read the ticker.
Here’s an unbelievable true story...
In December 2019, some high-speed traders tuned in
to The Bank of England’s press conference through
audio. They were able to hear market-sensitive
information 5-8 seconds faster than those watching
video. Yet those 5-8 seconds gave them time to profit –
and led to a Watchdog inquiry!
So you see, the financial establishment has a colossal
advantage over you and me.
It’s why, if you want to try and beat the markets, there are
only 2 reliable ways I know of.
Your first option is to buy and hold large, high-quality
companies for the long-term.
That’s what your Share Advisor membership helps you
achieve. And you are just moments away from getting
started.
Your second option – I’ll be honest – is more risky
However, if you have some extra cash to play with…
…and you can stomach a little turbulence…
…then I think you’ll find this exhilarating.
As our past performance proves, this “second way” could
potentially hand you a 38.2% average return.
What is this secret?
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It’s simple.
You buy shares in small companies with extraordinary
potential for growth. You get in early, before the big
institutions get wise.
If your bet pays off, the tables could dramatically turn in
your favour.
Your shares could potentially skyrocket as a swell of big
money chases you.
Motley Fool Hidden Winners could help you discover
these under-the-radar opportunities
Previous picks have included BooHoo.com – up +857%...
<< BooHoo.com chart >>
Keywords Studios – up +602%...
<< Keywords Studios chart >>
Craneware – up +166%...
<< Craneware chart >>
Now
these
are
some
of
our
top-performing
recommendations, shown to illustrate the very best
potential returns. Not all of our selections have performed
so well, and some have fallen in value.
As I’ve said, investing this way is definitely not for
everyone.
And almost nobody should try this on their own.
You can think of small-cap shares much like a crate of
dynamite.
Thanks to careful supervision, the Hidden Winners
scorecard has beaten the market by an explosive
44.1%...
…But these stocks are volatile and could just as easily blow
up in your face.
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That’s why our Hidden Winners analysts obsess over every
recommendation. We do all the nitpicking, so you don’t
have to, searching for companies which are:
ü Profitable: No debt-driven blue-sky startups here.
Every pick inside Hidden Winners is a proven
business delivering real bottom-line profits.
ü Growing profits: There’s no point holding small-cap
stocks unless you think they’re going to surge in
value. So we watch the income statements of our
recommended companies closely – making sure
revenues continue to rise.
ü “Under-the-radar”: You’re unlikely to read about
these companies in The Financial Times. Our research
helps you uncover new opportunities that others
might not be talking about.
As one subscriber wrote in, delighted:
<< Testimonial >>
Of course, investigating this hidden segment of shares takes
many hours of in-the-trenches research.
These discoveries aren’t just “out there” for anyone to read
about.
That’s why the potential gains are so compelling…
And it’s why Hidden Winners normally costs £199.00 per
year – substantially more than your membership to Share
Advisor.
However, should you act now…
You can enjoy your first year’s access at a £70 saving
For just 27 pence a day, you can explore the full scorecard
of Hidden Winners.
Every buy, hold and sell recommendation – with updated
reports on all of the opportunities and risks.
You’re also sent at least 1 new “Hidden Winner” stock
every month to consider for your growing portfolio.
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Hours of extensive, full-time research are distilled into a
monthly report which you can read in about 20 minutes.
It is, I suspect, your fastest, easiest way to discover amazing
little-known opportunities before the mainstream audiences
catch on.
Back in 1955, had you invested £100 into the broader stock
market, you’d have made £118,100. However, in some of
the UK’s smaller market-cap companies that same £100
would have returned you £784,700.
That is a £666,600 difference!
I think that could be well worth an extra 20 minutes of
reading, don’t you?
And you can see how it might even be possible to make
back your modest £199.00 £129 investment in short order.
This £70 Hidden Winners saving helps give your Share
Advisor membership extra oomph
As ever, you’re protected by the same 30-day, subscriptionrefund guarantee.
If Hidden Winners disappoints you for any reason – or no
reason at all – you can have a full refund of your
membership fee.
No quibble.
No questions asked.
However, I can only extend you this invitation as a new
subscriber to Share Advisor.
So if you’re interested in Hidden Winners, please do accept
this £70 saving now – while you qualify.
To your wealth,
Mark Rogers,
Chief Investment Advisor,
Motley Fool UK
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A tasteful upsell relies on common courtesy; a rarity nowadays.
Honestly, I’ve seen upsells which launch with something to the effect of:
“Hey guys, want even MORE great stock picks?” This enrages your
prospect. It makes them feel ripped off, like you only sold them half a
product. Don’t ignore your customer’s previous purchase. Take a
moment to acknowledge their trust in you. Thank them. Make them feel
good about their order, then tell them what makes your upsell different.
Your upsell must be unique, and your copy must explain why. You’ll
notice this copy tackles this challenge by saying there are “two ways to
beat the market.” Share Advisor helps you do this one way. Hidden
Winners focuses on the second, riskier approach.
Another way to thank your previous customers is to publish
regular content especially for them. This could be a weekly briefing
from somebody senior, an op-ed or column - anything which updates
your readers on a topic of interest. When you send this regular editorial
make it clear: “This newsletter is especially for previous customers.” Tell
them it’s an ongoing part of their order. When customers know they’ve
effectively “paid” for these extra updates, your readership should soar.
And you can use your customer-newsletter as an advertising medium.
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You can insert banner ads for the other products and services you
happen to sell.

Test your darlings
There’s a saying amongst writers: Kill your darlings. It means you
shouldn’t get attached to any idea or turn-of-phrase. If something
doesn’t add to the overall message – no matter how much you like it –
you need to kill it now. But why kill your darlings when you can test
them? Maybe your kooky ideas would work. Maybe you could use them
to improve your promotion’s impact and get even more sales. You’ll
never know until you test.
I had this happen while working on the “Boris Ban” promotion.
This metal replacement’s chemical formula had a distinct honeycomb
shape. For some reason, I immediately thought of the word,
“Moneycomb.” It was a goofy metaphor: this formula, that looks like a
honeycomb, could bring you lots of money. For days, I went back and
forth on the idea. One minute I thought it was wonderful, the next
minute I thought it was total crap. In the end, my gut told me it was a
“darling” that needed to be killed. “Boris’ Ban” was already the hook.
Introducing a new metaphor would only confuse matters. I did away
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with the idea and kept things simple. (By the way, this is what I’d advise
any copywriter do. When you’re torn between two decisions, choose
whichever path is simpler.) Nevertheless, later that month I needed a
new email to promote the main sales page. Again, my darling
“Moneycomb” sprang into my brain. It wouldn’t go away. “Oh, to hell
with it,” I thought. “I’ll test it as an email.”
This is a far safer decision. When you test through email the
stakes are low. If it flops, all you’ve lost is a couple of hours work. It’s no
big deal. And getting emails through the regulators is much faster. With
some surprise, the email pulled a decent number of sales. Who knows?
When the “Boris Ban” idea runs out of steam, the “Moneycomb” might
be worth testing in a new headline.
You can also use your winning promotion to test new formats swing for the fences and go for a much bigger return. You could, for
instance, turn your sales page into a video sales letter (VSL). The biggest
weakness of VSLs is they’re immensely time-consuming, often with
high-production values. Today, it’s not unusual to see VSLs shot in
professional studios with celebrity guests and narrators. The other day I
saw a promotion featuring former congressman Dr. Ron Paul.
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It goes without saying, this sort of promotion is expensive. You
don’t want to produce one of these videos only to find it doesn’t pay.
However, when you follow the “Gold Standard” schedule, your
promotions run as text first. You follow a simple methodical process.
Your ideas are quick and easy to produce. If you need to edit, you can do
so without the added hassle and expense. Once you have something that
works, then you call Dr. Paul and ask him if he’s free for a shoot.

Conclusion
“Boris’ Ban” became Motley Fool UK’s new control. As I write this, it’s
still running unbeaten with sales percentages well above average. But
that’s not all. Sales were also made during the exploration stage through
testing new ideas. Share Advisor had existed for 7 years before we
began these experiments. Yet their paid subscribers more-than
DOUBLED – from 8,000 to over 18,000 - in less than 12 months. Bottomline profits hit £2.5million, beating the annual target by £1million.
No, I am not taking full credit for this. Motley Fool UK is a large
organization with a deep team of experts. Many aspects of the business
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were improved – from testing new content to growing the email list. I
am a humble hack. Nothing more. But to the extent that sales copy will
help your business, I think it’s clear the “Gold Standard” system works.
You follow a methodical process. You make extra cash as a byproduct of
testing smart. No time is wasted. Even the tests which bomb have value,
because they tell you more about the prospect. Knowing where not to
look is almost as helpful as knowing what to try next. You overcome all
seven of those big challenges I mentioned in my introduction which
make financial marketing so difficult.

6 rules to put your copy on the gold standard
Now, depending on what you sell, a letter like “Boris’ Ban” may not be
suitable for your business. What if you’re selling a pension fund? Or
maybe a brokerage account for high net worth individuals? You would
need a more serious, professional tone of voice – less like Hello
magazine and more like The Financial Times. However, “professional”
and “serious” does not mean pompous and bureaucratic. You should
always write your copy as one person talking to another.
In his 1946 essay, Politics and the English Language, the great
George Orwell noted six key rules of good writing; as follows:
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1. Never use a long word where a short one will do.
2. Never use a metaphor, simile, or other figure of speech which you
are used to seeing in print. (Clichés.)
3. If it is possible to cut a word out, always cut it out.
4. Never use a foreign phrase, a scientific word, or a jargon word if
you can think of an everyday English equivalent.
5. Never use the passive where you can use the active.
6. Break any of these rules sooner than say anything outright
barbarous.
Return to this list whenever you proofread copy. These rules apply to
almost every kind of writing. No matter what you sell, or who you’re
selling to, they help you avoid the most common pitfalls. For instance:

You don’t need big words to make your copy sound sophisticated:
In English, roughly 80% of spoken words have an Anglo-Saxon source.
These are the short, simple words. More often than not, these are the
words you should choose. Don’t say “rendezvous,” say “meet.” Don’t say
“purchase,” say “buy.” Don’t say “complimentary,” say “free.”
You may think this would dumb down your copy, giving it a toneof-voice that’s wrong for your business. Yet tone has little to do with the
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types of words you choose. It has a lot more to do with the appeal you’re
trying to strike, and what’s implied in your message.
One of history’s most successful financial promotions was written
decades ago for American Express. It opened: “Quite frankly the American
Express card is not for everyone, and not everyone who applies for
cardmembership is approved.”
American Express is only carried by a certain class of individual,
dramtised in this letter’s deliciously snobbish opening. But look again at
the choice of words. Not one of them is big, or clever, or difficult to
understand.

Clichés are hiding everywhere: This book isn’t about art direction, but
in financial marketing the most common clichés are found in canned
images. You’ve seen those photos, haven’t you? The smiling couple
walking hand-in-hand on the beach. The young family frolicking in a
wild meadow. Your prospects are desensitised to these repeated images.
One possible way to add impact to your messages is to feature
professional photographs of real customers. This has the double-benefit
of making your message more authentic, while at the same time giving
your reader the conviction that your promises are true.
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If you can’t avoid clichéd images, then you’ve all the more reason
to avoid clichéd expressions in your copy. Phrases like “peace of mind”
are glanced over. You risk losing the reader’s attention. Take the time to
replace these dull expressions with something more original. Clichés
can also creep into your writing when you deliver your offer or
guarantee. You’ve said it so many times that it’s boring. Again, take a
step back and think about how you might deliver your guarantee in
conversation. How could you make it sound more personal?

Adverbs are rarely needed: Orwell suggests cutting words wherever
possible. I could write a whole chapter on this, but I’ll stick to adverbs,
because they’re used most often by careless writers. Stephen King
compares adverbs to dandelion weeds. You might insert one and think
to yourself, “That looks nice.” But if you don’t stay alert, you soon find
yourself swamped with a lawn full of them.
An adverb is a word which modifies a verb. Most adverbs end with
the letters ‘ly.’ They’re easy to spot, and you should find them easy to cut.
Adverbs tend to highlight sentences which could be improved. In most
cases, you can omit the modifier by choosing a better verb. At the very
least, your adverbs should be placed deliberately, not accidentally.
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The most horrendous adverb is “truly.” If you see this word in
your copy, you should take it around the barn, bring it to its knees, and
shoot it in the back of the head execution style. No exceptions. “Truly”
deserves ruthless and inhumane treatment.

Be careful with insider language: When you follow the financial news
and markets, you may find yourself using trader language in everyday
speech. You know the difference between “calls and puts,” going “long or
short,” and what it means to “shake out the weak hands.”
Depending on your reader’s level of sophistication, a little jargon
can be beneficial. A seasoned options trader, for example, will be fluent
with this language, so using it in your copy telegraphs that you’re one of
them. However, more often than not, you should hazard extreme
caution. Ordinary people would be completely bamboozled by Wall
Street lingo, and you would be surprised at just how plain your wording
needs to be. I once had a copy chief ask me to replace the word
“portfolio,” because he felt it was too complicated for his audience.
That’s not to say his readers were stupid. Only that ordinary people talk
about their money in much simpler terms.
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Use the active voice when future-pacing your reader: In active
sentences, the subject is doing something to the object. For example:
“Caesar crossed the Rubicon.” In passive sentences, the object (in this
case, the Rubicon) is being acted upon by the subject (Caesar). “The
Rubicon was crossed by Caesar.” As you can see, active sentences are
succinct, crisp, easy to read and more involving. You’ll find this most
useful when future-pacing your reader – getting them to imagine a
desirable new life as a result of using your solution. You may have
noticed, I did this in the “Boris Ban” copy by writing, “Imagine seeing a
small handful of these companies quietly fill your retirement account or
ISA.”

Long copy is usually needed
As I said earlier, the “Boris Ban” copy is not selling anything expensive.
The product itself is not a high-stakes gamble. But money is always a
serious matter. Some people kill for money. And depending on how
customers use this product, it could have very serious consequences
indeed. In the business of money, you can seldom afford to be brief. This
is why the page totals 4,500 words, and was eight times longer than the
previous efforts it beat.
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Although you should never be verbose, your copy must do a
complete selling job. You must overcome every objection your reader
might have. This often demands a lot more copy than you might imagine.
The most obvious objection in financial selling is simply, “Why should I
trust you?” This question alone may take 500 words or more to answer
– using piles of examples, results and media appearances for proof. Yet
there are more subtle objections to consider, such as, “How soon could I
recoup this investment?” “Is this the best place for my money right now?”
With financial newsletters, you’re usually selling an investment idea and
a subscription product. You’re overcoming a heap of possible objections.
This is why the copy is often so long.
If you do nothing else, take a chunk of time to sit and consider
what you’re asking your prospect to do. Write down every possible
objection they might have, and how you would allay their concerns.
Every objection you overcome could mean another sale. This time is
rarely wasted.
Don’t underestimate your prospect, either. Don’t assume they run
from long copy. It was popular, five or ten years ago, to say that people
were only conditioned to read short copy – thanks to Twitter, Buzzfeed
and social media snippets. Results prove this is untrue. People are
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always willing to read what’s in their self-interest. This applies to
anyone, young or old. Some investors I follow have even mentioned how
the so-called “Millennials” base their decisions on in-depth research and
information. It makes complete sense. After all, Millennials (of which I
am one) are not such a young crowd any more. The oldest are well into
their thirties. Many have young families. Are their desires and concerns
really so different? Don’t short change your reader.
I’m now thinking off the top of my head, but I can’t recall writing a
financial promotion that’s shorter than eight pages. Mostly it depends
on the action you want readers to take. If you’re only asking for an email
address, or something small, then you don’t need too many words. Just
make them an enticing offer. However, any sale or long-term
commitment is going to take more persuasion. You need to make a
longer pitch, giving strong emotional reasons to act. You need to show
them why your deal is as close to a no-brainer as you can get. You need
to explain why this promises to solve their problems right now, and why
this won’t cause them any more problems in the future. This sort of copy
– long copy – is of course more difficult. Your challenge is to weave all of
these elements together in a way that flows.
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This raises another question: how should you follow the “Gold
Standard” approach in your marketing department? How do you make
this work, when you have numerous copywriters, all of different skill
levels?

How to run a “Gold Standard” copy department
David Ogilvy once said that good copywriters are “rarer than hens’
teeth.” In the financial industry they’re even rarer. You’re looking for
somebody who can craft absorbing messages which compel readers to
reach into their wallets and buy. Meanwhile, your writers need to
understand the markets and how your business interprets what’s
happening. Difficult as this is, I believe the “Gold Standard” approach
can help you find these rare birds much faster. You can use your new
breakthrough promotion to discover which applicants have the greatest
potential.
When somebody applies for a position, don’t waste time with
interviews and other administration. Instead, have them read your
“Gold Standard” promotion. Then ask them to write some emails and
space ads to help it get some traffic. You can even pay these applicants a
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one-time fee to prove you’re serious. You’re hiring by audition. As the
prospective work arrives, you instantly know:
1. Who understands the fundamentals of good copy.
2. Who understands your brand’s market-outlook and tone-of-voice.
Some of this work may be so on-point, you decide it’s worthy of a test.
You could recoup much of your hiring costs in new sales.
As you recruit talented new writers, have them look at your other
products, customer-lists and upsells. Have them follow the gold
standard copywriting method elsewhere in your business. Just one
breakthrough promotion makes the world of difference to your sales.
Combining two or three winning packages can trigger exponential
growth. You can use those new packages to get even more value from
each customer, and recruit even more top talent. You start an
unstoppable cycle of prosperity.
It all begins with your first “Gold Standard” promotion – the
copywriting method I’ve shared with you in this short book. You start by
discovering all you can about your reader. You go in search of new ideas
which – you hope – will win their interest. You test those ideas fast –
typically as emails directed to an “irresistible invitation.” And when you
find a sure winner, you milk it for everything it’s got.
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Whether you’re a marketing expert or pure beginner, I hope you
found some new ideas in this book which help you. And if you’re still
wondering, “What’s the best way to get started?” well, as I see it you
have three options.
1.

You can try doing this yourself: If you have the time, this gets
you moving immediately. You also have the added benefit of
knowing your business inside-out. You may have spent years
talking to your customers and understanding their needs. Fact
is, nobody will ever understand your business quite like you, so
handling your own marketing creative definitely has its merits.
However, unless you’re a skilled, experienced copywriter, you
may start to struggle in the creative stages. Presumably time is
also a factor. You may be spreading yourself too thin. You may
be better off with option two…

2.

You could get somebody to follow these steps in-house: If
you have your own junior copywriters who are still developing
their skills, this may be your best option. However, don’t
discount the value of getting new ideas from outside your
business. There is a common problem, as I’ve mentioned, with
repeating old ideas. After spending years inside your business,
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it can be difficult to see the wood for the trees. You want to test
new ideas – some of which may be radically different from what
you’re doing now. By testing a wider range of ideas, you are
more likely to strike gold. Personally, I think your easiest,
fastest way to do this is with option three…
3.

Get a financial copywriting specialist to do this for you: Of
course, an outsider doesn’t understand your business like you
or your staff do. However, if you can bring the right freelance
copywriter up-to-speed, I think you’d find it’s well worth the
effort. A financial copywriter should live and breathe the
markets. They understand the principles of how to sell, and
how these principles would apply to your particular solution.
Add to this, you could benefit from the outside input. You may
get some new ideas you wouldn’t have considered on your own.

A top copywriter may even lower your expenses and risks, because
you’ll hopefully be paying them based on results. Any copywriter who
can get results wouldn’t shy away from such an arrangement. On the
contrary, it’s in their best interests. When working with new clients I’ll
typically get 50% of the arranged amount upfront. The other 50%
comes if I hit the agreed-upon sales target. With steady, long-running
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clients – provided the project makes sense and works for everyone – I
am happy to get paid 100% on commission. This takes the maximum
possible risk away from your decision. By risking a relatively small
amount of money, you could see a generous reward.
Whichever option you choose, I suggest you fill out a “Creative Brief”
– detailing your business, your specific market, and what you hope to
achieve. If you’re interested, I have a FREE “Creative Brief” template
for you to download at: << WEB URL >>.
The benefits you get from this short exercise cannot be understated.
ü If you’re writing your own copy, this helps you take a step back.
You see your business from your customer’s perspective, leading
you to more relevant ideas.
ü If you’re hiring somebody from outside, you can use your
completed brief to bring them quickly up-to-speed.
ü If you’re building a team of copywriters and marketing experts,
this gets everyone on the same page fast.
It is, without doubt, the highest-value task you can do right now to help
grow your business. So please, do grab your “Creative Brief” template
now as a thank you for reading my humble little book.
Again, you’ll find this available FREE at: <<WEB URL >>
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